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Abstract

In this thesis, recently developed concepts and circuit design techniques associated with Enhanced Multiple-Output Domino Logic (EMODL) are explored for the design of high performance dynamic carry lookahead adders (CLAs). In order to improve the area and speed of the EMODL design techniques, we investigate the trade-off between the number of cascaded gate stages and the gate fan-in of each stage by varying these factors in four different architectural structures for a 32-bit CLA. From HSPICE simulation results, which show that the number of cascaded stages is a more critical factor than the gate fan-in, a three stage 32-bit dynamic CLA is designed and fabricated in a 1.2μ CMOS technology. Both HSPICE simulation and test measurements show a critical path of 2.7ns. In comparison with a recent design reported by Hwang and Fisher, which requires five stages, our new architecture demonstrates improved area-speed performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation

In data processing systems such as microprocessors and digital signal processors (DSP), the Arithmetic/Logic Unit (ALU) and multiplier are the engines of the system. In the ALU and multiplier, which perform the operations of ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY and DIVIDE; the ADD operation is ubiquitous. In the multiplier, for example, partial products are obtained through several stages of full adders or carry save adders, and the final product is received from a final multi-bit adder stage. It is clear that the speed of the processors is directly affected by the speed of the adder.

It is well-known that processor speed slows down dramatically when communicating with external memory. Utilization of cache memory and register files is one of the solutions. The more memory and registers that can be placed on the chip, the faster the processor will operate. Since smaller components result in more chip components, the size of the adder is an equally important design issue.

The performance of a system is characterized by its speed, size and power dissipation. As portable computers become popular,
minimizing power dissipation of adders is important in saving battery life. Generally speaking, dynamic power dissipation of a dynamic logic circuit is caused by current flow during precharge and discharge. The magnitude of current flow per unit time depends primarily on the number of transitions, number of transistors that is involved in logic transitions and the size of those transistors (i.e. factors that affect charge movement during transitions). Although studies on reduction of power dissipation is an active area, we have restricted the objectives of this thesis to the design of high speed and hardware efficient carry lookahead adders. Since the number of transistors used by the adder is a vital element for estimating the silicon area and power dissipation, however, design philosophies that decrease the number of transistors will be advantageous to improving the overall circuit performance.

Starting from analyzing and comparing various adders at both the architectural level and circuit level, we determine that CLA architectures, associated with dynamic logic implementations, are very efficient. This choice is enhanced by the availability of several new concepts, including pseudo complement mapping techniques and EMODL circuit styles. A 32-bit CLA is designed accordingly and demonstrates that these new concepts lead to area efficient low critical path delay CLA designs.

We show that the 32-bit adder, laid out in 1.2µ CMOS technology, has a smaller area than a recent design by Hwang and Fisher [15] using a 0.9µ CMOS technology. Our HSPICE simulation results also show that the new design is 15% faster than Hwang and Fisher's design. A ten serial connected critical path adder is fabricated and I/O pad calibrators used to minimize the error introduced by I/O pad delays. The test result is consistent with the HSPICE simulation results obtained from the complete 32-bit adder.

When the adder is designed using EMODL circuit techniques, its critical path delay is affected by many factors. The most important ones are: the fan-in and fan-out of each gate, the dimension of each MOS transistor and the number of cascaded gates in the critical path. In this thesis, we investigate trade-offs of these factors with regard to area and speed by designing and analyzing four different schemes of a 32-bit adder. Optimization
approaches, including sizing transistors, and modifying the number of cascaded gate
stages and the fan-in of each stage, are discussed. Examples of four adder schemes and
their simulation results are provided. By comparing the performance of the four designs,
we conclude that the 32-bit CLA, with only three worst case gate stages, is the best
structure.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the current efforts in high speed adder
design, at both the algorithm and architectural level. The CLA algorithm, which is
considered the fastest, is then selected as the basis of our new adder design. Finally, a
recent design concept, referred to as “pseudo complement” and associated with the CLA
algorithm, is discussed.

In chapter 3, evolution of high speed CMOS circuit design techniques from static CMOS
to domino logic is illustrated. The multiple output domino logic (MODL) technique is
discussed specifically. The idea of MODL is then broadened to suit more general and
flexible circuit designs. This results in a new circuit family which we refer to as enhanced
multiple output domino logic (EMODL). This new circuit style proves advantageous to
speeding up the CLA operation. Examples of EMODL gates are also given in this chapter.

Details of our newly designed 32-bit CLA are described in chapter 4. The reasons for
using our proposed new design methodologies, such as pseudo complement sparse carry
chain and EMODL sum unit, are explained, and a conventional 32-bit CLA is used as a
comparison target design. Layout and HSPICE simulation results of the new 32-bit CLA
are presented, and the comparison confirms that our CLA offers better performance than
the best existing published design.

In chapter 5, further studies on optimizing the area-time characteristics of the 32-bit CLA
are conducted. Elements that influence the CLA performance are examined carefully.
Four 32-bit CLA designs, with different configurations, are constructed based on varying
these elements over a reasonable range. Critical paths of the four CLAs are simulated for experiment verification. Comparison results obtained from the simulations provide us with an empirical guide to optimal CLA design.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and suggests some directions for future research.

Schematics associated with layout examples of all the building blocks of our 32-bit adder are given in Appendix A. The schematics are also labeled with transistor sizes. A automated optimization procedure is proposed in Appendix B. A preliminary C program for gate delay minimization is given in Appendix C.
2.1 Introduction

Addition is one of the most important arithmetic operations performed by both general-purpose and signal-processing microprocessor systems. Implementation of high-speed adders is demanded and motivated by the progress in VLSI technology. High-speed adders can be designed using carry-lookahead algorithms, carry-skip mechanisms, carry-select structures or various combinations. In this chapter, we shall look into some typical implementations of word-wide adders as follows:

1) carry-ripple adder [37];
2) carry-lookahead adder [6];
3) carry-skip adder [9];
4) carry-select adder [1] and
5) hybrid adder [21];

The carry-ripple adder is a straightforward implementation of adders, but it is slow in operation. Its long carry propagation path extends from the least significant bit position to the most significant bit, and so the ripple-carry generation delay is linearly proportional to the size of the adder. The carry-lookahead adder improves the
performance of the carry-ripple adder by generating the slow signals, i.e. carries, earlier than the evaluation of the sum. The carry-skip adder improves the performance of the carry-ripple adder by making the carries available earlier under certain conditions, trading the available time against resources. In the carry-select adder, the sums with predefined carries are duplicated, at the expense of additional resources, to reduce the number of levels in the adder. The hybrid adder combines two or more types of the above adder designs to generate better trade-offs between speed and hardware requirements.

Both carry-lookaead and carry select adders have $O(\log n)$ time complexity, but carry-select adders require more actual hardware. This is because carry-select adders have to precompute the sum results for all possible carry bit values, i.e., 1 and 0, and use the carry from the previous bit position to choose the proper result; thus the speed advantage is a trade off driven by the replication of carry select sections. When the word length, $n$, of the adder is larger than a certain bit number, carry-lookahead adders are faster than carry-skip adders since carry-skip adders exhibit a total delay of $O(\sqrt{n})$. The carry-lookahead architecture is chosen in this work because it is considered to be among the fastest circuit topologies for performing addition, and its size is relatively small. In this chapter, after brief discussions of the other adder architectures, we will describe the carry lookahead algorithm in more detail, and then discuss the recently introduced concept of “pseudo complements” [35] which is beneficial to improving the CLA performance.

### 2.2 Typical Adder Architectures

#### 2.2.1 Carry-Ripple Addder

An N-bit carry-ripple addder consists of N full adders linked together by the carry inputs and outputs. This is the smallest possible parallel adder. However, it is also the slowest. This is because the carries are connected in series, and the addition will not finish until a carry generated by the least significant full adder ripples through $N-2$ intermediate full adders to the most significant full adder. As an example, the block diagram of a 4-bit
carry-ripple adder is shown in Figure 2.1. This adder takes \((a_3, ..., a_0), (b_3, ..., b_0)\) and carry-in \(c_0\) as inputs, and produces the sum \((s_3, ..., s_0)\) and carry output \(c_4\). The \(i\)-th stage has inputs \(a_i, b_i,\) and \(c_i\) (the carry-in) so that the basic addition algorithms for the \(i\)-th bit position are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_i &= a_i \oplus b_i \oplus c_i \\
    c_{i+1} &= a_i b_i + (a_i \oplus b_i) c_i = a_i b_i + (a_i + b_i) c_i
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.1)  

(2.2)

where \(c_{i+1}\) is the carry-out bit at the \(i\)-th stage. The cascaded carry scheme used in connecting the full-adder circuits introduces significant delay into the circuit. For example, the third bit sum output \(s_2\) is not valid until \(c_2\) is valid, which in turn needs the carry bit \(c_1\) generated by the 0-th bit position.

![Diagram of 4-bit carry-ripple adder](image)

Figure 2.1 4-Bit Carry-Ripple Adder

2.2.1.1 Full-Adder Designs

By expanding and reformulating eqn. (2.1) and eqn. (2.2), one can get the following results:
\[
\begin{align*}
    c_{i+1} &= a_i b_i + a_i c_i + b_i c_i \\
    \bar{c}_{i+1} &= \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i + \bar{a}_i \bar{c}_i + \bar{b}_i \bar{c}_i \\
    s_i &= a_i b_i c_i + a_i b_i \bar{c}_i + a_i \bar{b}_i c_i + \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i \bar{c}_i
\end{align*}
\]  

By substituting eqn. (2.4) into eqn. (2.5), sum \( s_{i+1} \) can be re-written as:

\[
    s_i = a_i b_i c_i + (a_i + b_i + c_i) \bar{c}_{i+1}
\]  

A full-adder schematic according to eqn. (2.3) and eqn. (2.6) is given in Figure 2.2. By simple optimization of the p-channel transistors, a full adder schematic with the same function yet different configuration is shown in Figure 2.3. The interesting feature of this circuit is that the pFET logic block identical topology as the nFET block, which tends to simplify and reduce the layout design than of Figure 2.3 compared to Figure 2.2. In addition, the full adder in Figure 2.3 is faster due to a lower height in the pFET chain. Both full adders consist of 28 transistors with buffered \( s_i \) outputs.
Figure 2.2 Full Adder Using Standard CMOS Gate

Figure 2.3 Reconfigured Full Adder

A rather different full adder configuration employs a transmission gate to accomplish the exclusive-or (XOR) function [23]. This adder configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The adder has 24 transistors which is less than the ones shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, and has the advantage of having equal $s_i$ and $c_{i+1}$ delay times.

Modification of the transmission gate full adder is given in Figure 2.5. This adder was discussed in [38] and implements the same function as the full adder shown in Figure 2.4 but with fewer transistors.
Figure 2.4 Full Adder Using Transmission Gate

Figure 2.5 Modified Transmission Gate Full Adder
2.2.2 Carry-Lookahead Adder

Carry-lookahead adder (CLA) algorithms are designed to give "look-ahead" capabilities which provide the carry-in bits to each stage without waiting for each bit evaluation. To see the basic idea, we define a carry generate function

\[ g_i = a_i b_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

and a carry propagate function

\[ p_i = a_i \oplus b_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

so that the carry-out bit is given by

\[ c_{i+1} = g_i + p_i c_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

Applying this to the 4-bit adder gives the carry-out bits as

\[ c_1 = g_0 + p_0 c_0 \]
\[ c_2 = g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0 c_0) \]
\[ c_3 = g_2 + p_2 (g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0 c_0)) \]
\[ c_4 = g_3 + p_3 (g_2 + p_2 (g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0 c_0))) \]

Adding a CLA unit to the parallel adder as shown in Figure 2.6 greatly increases the speed of the network. The circuit of Figure 2.7 is a 4-bit carry lookahead unit with 3 level \( c_i \) logic.
Figure 2.6 Block Diagram of 4-Bit Carry-Lookahead Adder

Figure 2.7 4-Bit Carry-Lookahead Unit
2.2.3 Carry-Skip Adder

The carry-skip adder uses the idea that if corresponding bits in the two words to be added are not equal, a carry-in signal of that bit position will be passed to the next bit position. Using the two N-bit binary operands, $A = (a_n, \ldots, a_0)$ and $B = (b_n, \ldots, b_0)$, the carry input and carry output at bit position $i$ as $c_i$ and $c_{i+1}$ respectively, and the sum at the bit position $i$ as $s_i$, the following relations for $s_i$ and $c_{i+1}$ are well-known:

$$s_i = a_i \oplus b_i \oplus c_i \quad (2.10)$$

$$c_{i+1} = a_i b_i + (a_i + b_i) c_i \quad (2.11)$$

Carry-skip adders are best understood by first looking at a carry-ripple adder. In this adder a carry signal may have to propagate all the way from the least significant position to the most significant position. An example would be the case where $\forall i$ except $0$, $a_i=0$, $a_0=1$, and $\forall i$, $b_i=1$. Note that in every bit position through which the carry signal travels, $a_i$ and $b_i$ are different. This is a significant fact because, in general, a carry signal will propagate through a bit position $i$ if and only if $a_i \neq b_i$. In another words, if $a_i = b_i$, then all carry signals to the left of position $i$ are independent of all inputs in positions 0 through $i-1$. Thus, the chances that a carry signal travels a long way is small, because the probability of having a long string of bit positions all with $a_i \neq b_i$ is small. The carry-skip adder takes advantage of this observation. The bit positions are divided into blocks of contiguous positions, as shown in the example of Figure 2.8. The blocks are numbered 0, 1, 2 and 3 from right to left. When a block has all the positions $i$ with $a_i \neq b_i$, such as block 2 in Figure 2.8, the carry-out of that block is the same as the carry-in to the block. Also the carry input to the bit positions in block 2 are either all 0's or all 1's, depending on whether the carry input to the least significant bit of the block is a 0 or a 1, respectively. Thus no carry signal has to propagate through this block in a position-by-position fashion.
Figure 2.8 Input Data Example for Carry-Skip Mechanism

There are two general types of carry-skip adders: constant block width, as illustrated in Figure 2.8, and variable block width. For a variable block width carry-skip adder, multiple levels of carry-skip mechanism and variable block sizes are used in order to create a faster circuit. For example, Figure 2.9 illustrates a basic structure of a two-level constant block width carry-skip adder. This stage consists of three adder blocks and a second level carry-skip mechanism. The carry skip can be implemented with a multiplexor selected by the group propagate. Each adder block has five full adders grouped together and a first-level carry-skip mechanism. In variable block width carry-skip adder, the number of full adders in the adder blocks can be different, and the number of adder blocks in each stage can also vary in order to achieve fast carry-skip speed.

Figure 2.9 Two Level Carry-Skip Scheme

Recently carry-skip adders, using a Manchester adder with carry skip mechanism, has become popular. Figure 2.10 shows a 4-bit Manchester carry chain implemented in dynamic CMOS logic. This adder circuit operates as follows: the nodes are precharged
during phase $\overline{ck}$ through p-channel transistors, and the circuit is evaluated during phase $ck$. Depending on the values of $a_i$, $b_i$ and $c_i$, a carry can either be generated or propagated. Theoretically, a Manchester carry chain adder is a carry-lookahead chain implemented by dynamic logic. This is because a Manchester adder also uses **generate** and **propagate** terms to produce a sum and carry as shown in Figure 2.10. Again, carry generate and carry propagate signals are defined as:

$$g_i = a_i b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} $$p_i = a_i \oplus b_i$$

So that sum $s_i$ and carry $c_{i+1}$ are determined by

$$s_i = p_i \oplus c_i$$

$$c_{i+1} = g_i + p_i c_i$$

---

**Figure 2.10 4-Bit Manchester Adder with Carry-Skip**
The difference between the dynamic carry-lookahead adder and the carry-skip adder, using a Manchester carry chain, is the attachment of a bypass transistor $D5$ and an additional dynamic AND gate (carry-skip circuitry) which turns on $D5$ if all carry propagate signals are true. Note that the critical path of the Manchester adder is the series connected pass transistors $D1 - D4$ in the carry chain. Although the carry-skip circuitry has a similar construction to the carry chain $D1 - D4$, the node capacitance at intermediate nodes is approximately half that of the carry chain. Thus the carry-skip arrangement improves the worst case carry propagation time if all carry propagates are true; this, in turn, improves the overall speed of the adder.

### 2.2.4 Carry-Select Adder

Another approach to building fast adders that trades-off area for speed is to use a carry-select adder. The basic scheme is shown in Figure 2.11. Two carry-ripple adder structures are built, one with a zero carry-in and the other with a one carry-in. This is repeated for a certain sized adder, for instance 4-bits. The previous carry then selects the appropriate sum using a multiplexor or tri-state adder gates. The stage carries and the previous carry are gated to form the carry for the succeeding stage.

![Figure 2.11 8-Bit Carry-Select Adder](image)

**Figure 2.11 8-Bit Carry-Select Adder**
2.2.5 Hybrid Adder

The above discussion reveals that different types of adder implementations have their own advantages and disadvantages in operation speed and hardware expense. Hybrid adders tend to combine two or more types of the above adders for maximizing advantages while minimizing the disadvantages. For example, the 32-bit adder used as the 16x16 multiplier accumulator in the ADSP-2105 DSP device (developed by Analog Devices Inc.) is a hybrid adder employing a carry-skip scheme combined with a carry-select adder. In [21], another hybrid adder is developed which utilizes carry-lookahead and carry-select structures for obtaining a balanced load distribution and regular layout, with the expected increase in hardware resources.

Figure 2.12 24-Bit Hybrid Adder

Figure 2.12 shows the block diagram of a 24-bit hybrid adder using combined carry-lookahead and carry-select structures. The carry-lookahead logic is realized by a Manchester carry chain, denoted as Mcc in the block diagram. Each Mcc block contains...
four bits and produces carries on the boundaries of 0, 8 and 16. Therefore the uniform carry select section is composed of an 8 bit-wide carry-ripple adder. Eight bit boundaries prove to be convenient because the eight bit carry-ripple adder operates in slightly less time than the carry tree, thus the sum data are set up at the selection multiplexers just before the select signals arrive.

2.3 CLA and the Pseudo Complement Concept

2.3.1 Carry Lookahead Algorithm

Referring to the discussion of basic CLA algorithm in Section 2.2.2, the arithmetic description of the basic organization of an n-bit CLA can be stated as follows:

Given an n-bit adder with two binary summands \( (a_n, ..., a_0) \) and \( (b_n, ..., b_0) \), and a carry-in \( c_0 \), we first define three auxiliary logic variables: carry generate \( g_i \); carry propagate \( p_i \); and half sum \( x_i \), as follows:

\[
g_i = a_i \cdot b_i \tag{2.12}
\]
\[
p_i = a_i + b_i \tag{2.13}
\]
\[
x_i = a_i \oplus b_i \tag{2.14}
\]

\( a_i, b_i \) and \( c_i \) are the inputs at the \( i \)-th bit position, \( p_i \) denotes that a carry will propagate across bit position \( i \), and \( g_i \) denotes that a carry is generated at bit position \( i \). The final sum \( s_i \) and carry \( c_{i+1} \) can be expressed as:

\[
s_i = x_i \oplus c_i \tag{2.15}
\]
\[
c_{i+1} = g_i + p_i c_i \tag{2.16}
\]
An alternative definition of \( p_i \), as shown in eqn. (2.17), also frequently appears in the literature. (We refer to it as XOR-\( p_i \) in later discussions, and refer to eqn. (2.13) as OR-\( p_i \).)

\[
p_i = a_i \oplus b_i
\] (2.17)

In such case the half sum variable \( x_i \) is no longer necessary to produce the final sum \( s_i \) and can be replaced by \( p_i \). Therefore, the final sum \( s_i \) and carry \( c_i \) are computed as:

\[
s_i = p_i \oplus c_i
\] (2.18)

\[
c_{i+1} = g_i + p_i c_i
\] (2.19)

Preference of either definition of \( p_i \) depends on the adder algorithm chosen and the design criteria. A detailed comparison of the two will be given in Chapter 5.

Continuing with the definition, an operator "\( o \)", which is introduced by Ladner and Fischer [18], is defined as follows:

\[
(g_i, p_i) o (g_j, p_j) = (g_i + p_i g_j, p_i p_j)
\] (2.20)

Operator "\( o \)" is associative [6], and can be proved by the following:

For any \( (g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) \), \( (g_{i+1}, p_{i+1}) \) and \( (g_i, p_i) \), we have

\[
[(g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) o (g_{i+1}, p_{i+1})] o (g_i, p_i)
\]
\[
= [(g_{i+2} + p_{i+2} g_{i+1} + p_{i+2} p_{i+1})] o (g_i, p_i)
\]
\[
= [(g_{i+2} + p_{i+2} g_{i+1} + p_{i+2} p_{i+1} + g_i) + (p_{i+2} + p_{i+1} p_i)]
\]

and
\[(g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) \circ (g_{i+1} + p_{i+1} g_{i+1} g_{i} g_{i+2}) = (g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) \circ (g_{i+1} + p_{i+1} g_{i} g_{i+2})\]

Therefore,

\[(g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) \circ (g_{i+1} + p_{i+1} g_{i}) = (g_{i+2}, p_{i+2}) \circ (g_{i+1} + p_{i+1} g_{i})\]

Note that operator "\(\circ\)" is not commutative. This is easily seen in eqn. (2.20); the left argument \((g_{j}, p_{j})\) on the left side of the equation is treated differently from the right argument \((g_{j}, p_{j})\). If \(p_{j} = 0\), we define the operator "\(\circ\)" as

\[(g_{j}, p_{j}) \circ (g_{j}, 0) = (g_{j}, p_{j}) \circ g_{j} = g_{i} + p_{i} g_{j}\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

Given the fact that operator "\(\circ\)" is associative, we can choose a \(k\) and we define two more logic variables "group carry generate" \(g_{i,k}\) and "group carry propagate" \(g_{p,i,k}\). Then the pair \((g_{g,i,k}, g_{p,i,k})\) can be formulated as:

\[(g_{g,i,k}, g_{p,i,k}) = (g_{i+k}, p_{i+k}) \circ (g_{i+k-1}, p_{i+k-1}) \circ \cdots \circ (g_{p}, p_{i})\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

where \(i\) is the starting bit position of the group and \(k\) indicates that the length of the group is \(k + 1\). \(g_{p,i,k}\) signifies that a carry will propagate from bit \(i\) to bit \(i + k + 1\). Similarly \(g_{g,i,k}\) denotes that a carry is generated in at least one of the bit positions from \(i\) to \(i + k + 1\) inclusive and propagated to bit position \(i + k + 1\).

From eqn. (2.19) to (2.22) we get

\[c_{i+1} = (g_{p}, p_{i}) \circ c_{i}\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)
\[
= (g_i, p_i) \circ (g_{i-1}, p_{i-1}) \circ \ldots \circ (p_0, g_0) \circ c_0
\]

and

\[
c_{i+k+1} = (g_{g^*_{i+k}}, g_{p^*_{i+k}}) \circ c_i
\]

(2.24)

It is worth mentioning that both expressions of \( p_i \) can be applied to eqn. (2.20) to (2.24). However, different CLA structures will be generated from different choices of the \( p_i \) definition. In the case where XOR logic is applied to the carry propagate, as defined in eqn. (2.17), the generation of \( p_i \) for each pair of input summands is required. This stage, however, is not required when using OR-\( p_i \) logic. The disadvantage with the latter approach is the potential for false evaluation caused by sneak paths that can occur in MODL circuit implementations. This problem will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.

### 2.3.2 Pseudo Complement Concept

Using the XOR function in sum generation requires both true and complement signals for \( x_i \) and \( c_i \). In a static CMOS logic implementation, the complements can be produced by adding an inverter to the original variable. In domino logic design, the complement result can not be produced in the same way. Since we are considering full domino logic design for the adder implementation, we have to create both the true and complement signals for \( x_i \) and \( c_i \) using separate domino logic circuits prior to the evaluation of the sum \( s_i \). The circuits for the complements of \( g_{g^*_{i+k}} \) and \( g_{p^*_{i+k}} \) may need more transistors and greater fan-in, and thus more silicon area and critical path delay, than their true counterparts. This fact will be illustrated in detail in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4. In order to generate the complement carry chain in parallel with the true carry chain, while retaining the same circuit delay and silicon area, we define a pseudo complement generate \( \tilde{g}_i = \overline{a_i b_i} \), and pseudo complement propagate \( \tilde{p}_i = \overline{a_i + b_i} \), or \( \tilde{p}_i = a_i \oplus \overline{b_i} = a_i \oplus b_i \) [35]. Note that \( \tilde{g}_i \) is not the real complement of \( g_i \), since \( \tilde{g}_i = \overline{a_i b_i} = a_i + \overline{b_i} \), and \( \tilde{p}_i \) is not the real complement of \( p_i \) for \( \overline{p_i} = a_i + b_i = \overline{a_i b_i} \), or \( \overline{p_i} = a_i \oplus \overline{b_i} \).
When the operator "o" applies to two pairs of pseudo complement generate and propagate, it is defined as:

\[(\hat{g}_p, \hat{p}_i) o (\hat{g}_p, \hat{p}_j) = (\hat{g}_i + \hat{p}_i \hat{g}_p, \hat{p}_i \hat{p}_j)\]  

(2.25)

Then the pseudo-complement group generate \(\hat{g}_{g_{i,k}}\), and the pseudo-complement group propagate \(\hat{p}_{i,k}\) are generate in a fully parallel way:

\[(\hat{g}_{g_{i,k}}, \hat{p}_{i,k}) = (\hat{g}_{i+k}, \hat{p}_{i+k}) o (\hat{g}_{i+k-1}, \hat{p}_{i+k-1}) o ... o (\hat{g}_0, \hat{p}_i)\]  

(2.26)

The complement carry chain can be derived from \(\hat{g}_i\) and \(\hat{p}_i\) in the same manner as the carry chain is derived from \(g_i\) and \(p_i\).

\[\bar{c}_i = (\hat{g}_p, \hat{p}_i) o \bar{c}_{i-1}\]  

(2.27)

\[= (\hat{g}_p, \hat{p}_i) o (\hat{g}_{i-1}, \hat{p}_{i-1}) o ... o (\hat{p}_0, \hat{g}_0) o \bar{c}_0\]

and

\[\bar{c}_{i+k+1} = (\hat{g}_{g_{i,k}}, \hat{p}_{i,k}) o \bar{c}_i\]  

(2.28)

Note that substituting \(a_i\) and \(b_i\) with \(\bar{a}_i\) and \(\bar{b}_i\) to either XOR-\(p_i\) or OR-\(p_i\) also gives different types of pseudo \(p_i\), i.e. XOR-\(\hat{p}_i\) or OR-\(\hat{p}_i\). Either one will function correctly for computing the complement carries. The proof is presented in the following section.

### 2.3.3 Proof of Correctness for the Pseudo Complement Concept

**Type I: \(p_i\) Using OR Logic**

**Given:** \(g_i = a_i b_i\) \(p_i = a_i + b_i\) \(c_{i+1} = (g_p, p_i) o c_i\)

**Define:** \(\hat{g}_i = \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i\) \(\hat{p}_i = \bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i\)
Prove: \[ \bar{c}_{i+1} = (\hat{g}_i, \hat{p}_i) \circ \bar{c}_i \]

Proof: \[ c_{i+1} = (g_i, p_i) \circ c_i \]

\[ = g_i + p_i c_i \]
\[ = a_i b_i + (a_i + b_i) c_i \]

\[ \therefore \bar{c}_{i+1} = \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i + (\bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i) \bar{c}_i \]
\[ = (\overline{a_i + b_i}) \cdot (\overline{a_i \bar{b}_i} + \bar{c}_i) \]
\[ = \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i + (\bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i) \bar{c}_i \]
\[ = \hat{a}_i \hat{b}_i \]
\[ = (\hat{g}_i, \hat{p}_i) \circ \bar{c}_i \]

Type II: \( p_i \) Using XOR Logic

Given: \( g_i = a_i b_i \quad p_i = a_i \oplus b_i \quad c_{i+1} = (g_i, p_i) \circ c_i \)

Define: \( \hat{g}_i = \overline{a_i} \overline{b_i} \quad \hat{p}_i = \overline{a_i} \oplus \overline{b_i} \)

Prove: \[ \bar{c}_{i+1} = (\hat{g}_i, \hat{p}_i) \circ \bar{c}_i \]

Proof: Let us prove \((\hat{g}_i, \hat{p}_i) \circ \bar{c}_i\) is actually \(\bar{c}_{i+1}\).

\[ (\hat{g}_i, \hat{p}_i) \circ \bar{c}_i = \hat{g}_i + \hat{p}_i \bar{c}_i \]
\[ = \overline{a_i} \overline{b_i} + (\overline{a_i} \oplus \overline{b_i}) \bar{c}_i \]
\[ = \overline{a_i} \overline{b_i} + (\overline{a_i b_i} + \overline{a_i b_i}) \bar{c}_i \]
\[ = \overline{a_i b_i} + \overline{a_i} \overline{c}_i + \overline{b_i} \overline{c}_i = \overline{a_i} \overline{b_i} + (\overline{a_i} + \overline{b_i}) \bar{c}_i \]

Now look at \(\bar{c}_{i+1}\):

Since: \( c_{i+1} = (g_i, p_i) \circ c_i \)
\[ = g_i + p_i c_i \]
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\[ \begin{align*}
= a_i b_i + (a_i \oplus b_i) c_i \\
\therefore \bar{c}_{i+1} &= a_i b_i + (a_i \oplus b_i) c_i \\
= (\bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i) \cdot (\bar{a}_i b_i + \bar{c}_i) \\
= \bar{a}_i \bar{b}_i + (\bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i) \bar{c}_i \\
\therefore \bar{c}_{i+1} &= (\bar{g}_i \bar{h}_i) o \bar{c}_i
\end{align*} \]

2.4 Summary

Five types of adder structures have been reviewed. The implementation and comparison work of these five types, using 16-bit adders, was published by Callaway and Swartzlander [7]. These adders are carry-ripple adder, constant block width carry-skip adder, variable block width carry-skip adder, carry-lookahead adder, and carry-select adder. The performance comparisons of these adders are summarized in Table 2.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adder Type</th>
<th>Estimate Worst Case Delay (Gate Unit)</th>
<th>Simulated Worst Case Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Number of Gates</th>
<th>Adder Size (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carry-Ripple</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>54.27</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.2527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Width Carry-Skip</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28.38</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.4492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Width Carry-Skip</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0.5149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry-Lookahead</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.7454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry-Select</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.56</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>1.0532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Area-Speed Characteristics of Five 16-Bit Adders

Table 2.1 shows that carry-lookahead is the fastest, but its size is relatively large. This can be improved by utilizing advanced circuit implementation techniques. We also learn,
from the table, that the relative adder sizes are consistent with the number of gates. In another words, comparing the gate counts of adder designs may be helpful in judging relative sizes before the actual layout implementation.

Knowing that the carry-lookahead algorithm offers the fastest adder architecture, and with the help of pseudo complement techniques in mapping complement carry chains, we are confident that the speed of the adder we develop will be superior to other adder designs.

We now invest our effort in reducing the cost of the adder by exploiting high performance circuit design methods.
3.1 Introduction

Circuit design is equally important as algorithm and architecture design in achieving high performance systems. Since CMOS technology is still in a dominant position in most IC products, we examine possible CMOS circuit alternatives to find a solution for high speed adder design.

Static CMOS is the most widely used CMOS circuit style because it gives full-rail output voltage swing and exhibits high noise immunity. Also it provides the basis for more advanced dynamic circuit designs. The shortcoming of static CMOS circuit is that it uses both nMOS and pMOS transistors in equal quantities, with typically larger sized pMOS devices. This leads to large charge movement during transitions, slowing down the circuitry and increasing the power dissipation.

An N-input static CMOS gate thus requires 2N MOSFETs, which is twice the number needed to perform the logical operation. An N input pseudo nMOS gate only requires N+1 transistors which may be useful to consider when layout problems start to overwhelm the need to maintain low power dissipation; this type of gate produces
static power dissipation in addition to dynamic dissipation during switching. Other drawbacks of pseudo nMOS circuits are that the logic swing $V_{OH} - V_{OL}$ is always less than $V_{DD}$, and ratioed transistor sizes are usually needed to achieve acceptable output voltages. This places constraints on the layout design.

Dynamic logic circuits perform logic operations using the properties of capacitive charge storage nodes. Clock signals are required to redefine charge states and to evaluate the logic function. The main advantage to using dynamic CMOS logic circuits is that they are generally faster and more compact than equivalent static gates. However, the operation is more sensitive to layout geometries, and the problems of charge leakage and charge sharing can become critical. Also glitches will occur when single phase dynamic CMOS gates are connected in series.

Domino logic [17] is designed to provide glitch-free cascades of nMOS logic blocks by adding a static inverter to a basic dynamic circuit. Any number of logic gates may be cascaded and operated by a single phase clock, provided that the sequence can evaluate within the evaluation clock phase. The limitation of domino logic is that only non-inverting structures are possible. Also, charge sharing can be a problem, which is common to all the clocked-CMOS circuits.

Zipper logic [20] is designed in a way that both nMOS and pMOS dynamic circuits are used. Four clocks are grouped in two pairs. Each pair is used for one type of dynamic circuit. The two clocks in each pair are in phase but have different amplitudes in order to diminish charge sharing problems. The two types of dynamic circuits (n-p) are serially connected one type after the other resembling a zipper structure. Problems that occur with this type of logic include poor speed response of the pMOS blocks and the extra effort involved in accomplishing four clock controls.

Differential cascode voltage switch logic (CVSL) [11] combines complementary logic arrays with a differential latching circuit. Usually a cross-coupled pMOS latch circuit is
used. The circuit has the advantage of providing complementary logic functions. However, the sizing of the latching circuit can be highly influential to the overall circuit speed. Also CVSL performance is not necessarily superior to a conventional static CMOS gate [31].

Multiple output domino logic (MODL) [15] provides more than one output, using a single circuit, where one output is a subfunction of the other. This approach increases the overall system speed by reducing the device count and gate interconnection complexity.

In the following sections we will take an in-depth look at the above mentioned circuit design techniques. Then we discuss a recently introduced CMOS gate family called enhanced multiple output logic (EMODL) [34] and [35]. EMODL extends the MODL style to a more general case, where a more complex logic gate can be built upon a common base which may not necessarily be a subfunction output. This technique provides a higher degree of device saving.

### 3.2 Typical CMOS Circuit Realization Approaches

#### 3.2.1 Static CMOS Logic

Static CMOS logic gates are formed with completely symmetric nMOS and pMOS transistor arrays. The logic function of each gate is implemented twice. For example, a combinational gate that performs the AND/OR invert function having one 3-input AND logic OR with one 2-input AND, is shown in Figure 3.1. The five n-channel transistors have all the information to represent the required logic function and so do the five p-channel transistors. Using both arrays in a fully complementary CMOS circuit provides the advantage that, except for the very brief period when the output or the inputs are making logic transitions, there will be no current flowing through the circuit and no static power consumption.
The problem with this fully complementary approach is that for complex gates of the type shown in Figure 3.1, a substantial amount of area can be wasted, particularly considering the larger width p-MOS transistors required for symmetrical characteristics (the same function could be performed with six transistors in the pseudo-nMOS configuration shown in Figure 3.2 and discussed in the following section). As a result of the extra transistors, the capacitive load of the input gates of a fully complementary circuit are considerable higher than the loads of a pseudo nMOS circuit, since each gate connection goes to both a p-channel and an n-channel transistor. Taking into account the fact that p-channel transistors are generally two or three times the size of n-channel transistors, the total gate load of each connection will be three or four times higher than that of a pseudo nMOS circuit.

![Figure 3.1 Static Combinational CMOS gate](image)

**3.2.2 Pseudo nMOS Logic**

Pseudo nMOS logic uses only nMOS transistors to form the logic function, and a single pMOS as a load. The pseudo nMOS gate which represents the equivalent logic function as
the circuit of Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 3.2. The pMOS load is grounded so that it is always in a conducting mode. As a result, the output voltage will never reach 0 when a logic low is supposed to be presented. This is typical of ratioed nMOS logic circuit where the gain ratio of the p-transistor load to n-driver transistors $\beta_{load}/\beta_{driver}$ sets $V_{OL}$.

![Diagram of Pseudo nMOS Logic Gate]

**Figure 3.2 Pseudo nMOS Logic Gate**

There are N+1 transistors in an N-input pseudo nMOS gate. Compared to a complementary gate, the capacitive load on each output is lower as a result of using only one transistor for each term of the input function. The density advantage pseudo nMOS gates have over fully complementary gates is obvious. There is, however, no real speed advantage over standard CMOS because pull-up current always flows caused by the grounded pMOS load, and this increases the pull-down time. Making the pull-up current very small does not solve this problem because then the pull-up time is large. As a result, the speed of CMOS and pseudo-NMOS are very close; CMOS has twice the capacitance but also twice the available current. The other problem with pseudo nMOS gates is the inevitable static power dissipation in the p-transistor load.
3.2.3 Dynamic CMOS Logic

The operation of a dynamic circuit is divided by the clock into two distinct phases: the precharge and evaluate intervals. For an N-input dynamic nMOS circuit, there will be N+2 transistors involved including N n-channel transistors for the logic function, one p-channel transistor for precharge and one n-channel transistor as a "ground switch" for enabling the evaluate interval. A dynamic CMOS gate with the same logic function as the static CMOS gate described in Section 3.2.1 is shown in Figure 3.3. CK is a single phase clock. CK = 0 defines the precharge interval when the p-channel transistor is conducting while the n-channel "ground switch" is turned off. The main purpose of the precharge is to allow the output to be charged to $V_{DD}$ before the actual output value is determined. The input voltages are also accepted at this time. When the clock switches to $CK = 1$, the circuit enters the evaluate interval where the p-channel transistor is cutoff and the "ground switch" is active. A conditional discharge occurs depending on the logic levels of the inputs to the n-transistor chain.

![Figure 3.3 Dynamic nMOS Gate](image-url)
The advantage of the dynamic circuit is that the load capacitance is the same as the pseudo nMOS gate but the full pull-down current is available. The pull-up time is improved by use of the "ground switch" and the pull-down time is also increased due to the same reason. The dynamic circuit is roughly twice as fast as either pseudo nMOS or full CMOS. In addition, there is no static current path so static power dissipation is much closer to CMOS than to pseudo nMOS. There is a dynamic power penalty compared to CMOS because each gate must be precharged high in every cycle, but this is often compensated for logic circuits with high transition rates by the reduced charge movement during these transitions.

There are inherent problems with dynamic circuits where several logic gates are connected in series. Firstly, input logic transitions can only be allowed during the precharge phase. If this condition is not met, charge redistribution effects can corrupt the output node voltage. Secondly, simple single phase dynamic CMOS gates can not be cascaded. When the gates are precharged, the output nodes are charged to $V_{DD}$. During the evaluate phase, the output of the first gate will conditionally discharge. However, some delay will be incurred due to the finite pull-down time. Thus the precharged node of the first stage can discharge the output node of the following gate before the first gate is correctly evaluated, which results in erroneous evaluation for the second gate.

This problem can be avoid by using the alternating polarity arrangement shown in Figure 3.4. Connecting nMOS outputs to the gates of pMOS transistors does not cause problems because the precharge voltage of $V_{DD}$ forces a pMOS transistor to turn off. The same holds true for pMOS outputs connected to the gates of nMOS transistors. The main drawback of this type of circuit is that pMOS logic chains are slower than equivalent nMOS arrays. Unfortunately they can not be avoided.
3.2.4 CMOS Domino Logic

The CMOS Domino circuit shares the same characteristics as dynamic circuits. A corresponding domino circuit gate is shown in Figure 3.5. It consists of two parts. The first part looks the same as the dynamic pseudo nMOS gate in Figure 3.3 and is clocked in the same way, with a precharge phase followed by an evaluation phase. The second part is a static CMOS buffer. Only the output of the static buffer is fed to other gates of the circuit. All the above mentioned problems of dynamic circuits are solved by attaching this inverter buffer. This is because during precharge, all the domino gate outputs are set to low as the outputs of the dynamic chains are precharged high, therefore all the transistors that are driven by the domino gate outputs are turned off. In addition, during evaluation, a domino gate can make only a single transition, namely from low to high. Because of the nature of the dynamic gate which drives it, it is impossible for the buffer to go from high to low during evaluation. All nodes can make at most only one transition and then must
stay there until the next precharge. As a result there can be no timing glitches at any nodes in a row of domino gates.

Since there is no need to worry about timing glitches and since, during precharge, all domino outputs turn off the transistors they drive, all domino gates may be switched from precharge to evaluate with the same clock edge.

![Domino Logic Gate Diagram]

**Figure 3.5 Domino Logic Gate**

Many types of circuits when made with domino gates can be significantly faster than a corresponding circuit made with other techniques. The circuit has the low power of a dynamic circuit since there is never a dc path to ground. Also, the full pull-down current is available to drive the output nodes. At the same time the load capacitance is much smaller than for CMOS because most of the p-channel transistors have been eliminated from the load. Meanwhile, the use of a single clock edge to activate the circuit provides simple operation and full utilization of the speed of each gate. One limitation of this circuit technique is that all of the gates are noninverting. This initially appears serious since, for example, an XOR function is not possible. XOR logic is commonly used in many complex circuits including arithmetic logic unit (ALU). The problem can be solved by inverting the output of the last stage of domino circuit to drive the needed static XOR, since the domino
gate is fully compatible with standard CMOS gates. An example of this approach can be found in Section 4.2.2.

3.2.5 Zipper CMOS Logic

Zipper CMOS is another example of a dynamic logic family. The main feature of zipper CMOS is the use of four clocks to control an nMOS-pMOS logic cascade as shown in Figure 3.6.

![Figure 3.6 Zipper Logic Circuit](image)

Figure 3.6 Zipper Logic Circuit
Clock signals CK1 and CK1X are in phase with each other, and are connected to the nMOS logic stages. Similarly, CK2 and CK2X are in phase, and define the timing intervals in the pMOS circuits. The clocks are defined so that

\[ CK1 \cdot CK2 = 0 \]  

(3.1)

Figure 3.7 illustrates the clocking signals. Consider first the waveforms for CK1 and CK1X. We see that CK1 has an amplitude which ranges from 0 to \( V_{DD} \), but that CK1X is restricted to the range \([0, (V_{DD} - V_{TP})]\). where \( V_{TP} \) is the threshold voltage of the pMOS device. Since CK1X is applied to the p-channel precharge transistors Mp1 and Mp3, limiting the amplitude to a maximum of \((VDD - V_{TP})\) keeps these devices on the edge of conduction during logic evaluation. This reduced amplitude is designed to overcome the problems of charge sharing and charge leakage in the nMOS logic stage.

![Clock Waveforms](image-url)

**Figure 3.7 Clocks for Zipper Logic**
The clock pair CK2 and CK2X are designed to perform a similar function. CK2 undergoes a full-rail swing, but CK2 is restricted to the range \([V_{Th}, V_{DD}]\). Noting that CK2X controls the n-channel precharge transistors Mn2 and Mn4, we see that the increased amplitude keeps these devices on the edge of conduction during a pMOS evaluation interval.

The name “zipper CMOS” arises from tracing the logic signal “up” and “down” as it propagates from left to right in the network; this is similar to a zipper closing. The design style itself is complicated by the need to generate and route four clocking signals.

**3.2.6 Cascode Voltage Switch Logic (CVSL)**

This is a differential style of CMOS logic requiring both true and complement signals to be routed to gates. Two complementary nMOS switch structures are constructed and then connected to a pair of cross-coupled p-channel transistors. A symbolized gate is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The logic circuit on the right side uses input variables \((\bar{a}, b, \bar{c})\) to form a logic block \(\bar{f}\), while the left hand side logic has complementary inputs \((a, \bar{b}, c)\) and is denoted by \(\bar{f}\). A condition of \(\bar{f} = 1\) implies that conduction is established through the \(f\) logic block. Gate level outputs are denoted by \((q, \bar{q})\). This illustrates one implementation of [dual-rail logic](#) where both a function and its complement are generated at the same time. The dual-rail advantage is achieved at the expense of the extra routing, active area, and complexity associated with dealing with double rail logic. In addition, this form of circuit is slower than a conventional complementary gate because during the switching action, the p-channel pull-ups have to fight the n pull-down trees.
3.3 Multiple Output Domino Logic (MODL)

3.3.1 Basic Structure

Multiple output domino logic (MODL) circuit was introduced in [15] to provide a faster and more compact system than standard domino logic (SDL). Unlike SDL, MODL produces more than one function outputs from a single logic gate.

As we know from the domino logic introduced in Section 3.2.4, there is only one output generated from a SDL gate. In many cases, especially in the case where recurrent logic, such as carry generation, is involved, one function is often a subfunction of the other. When the function and its subfunction are needed to be generated as separate output signals, replication of circuitry will be required for SDL circuits, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. As function $f_1$ is a subfunction of function $f$ two SDL gates are necessary to provide both outputs, as a result the nMOS logic tree $T_1$ is reused in the $f$ generation circuit. Note
that in the SDL gate for function \( f \), an additional precharge pMOS is often necessary to prevent charge sharing.

![Diagram of SDL Gates Generating \( f \) and \( f' \)](image)

**Figure 3.9 SDL Gates Generating \( f \) and \( f' \)**

The main concept behind MODL is the elimination of replicating circuitry, by using the subfunction available in the logic tree as an output by adding a precharge device and a static inverter at the corresponding node, as shown in Figure 3.10. Comparing with Figure 3.9, we can see that MODL requires fewer extra precharge devices since nodes internal to the logic tree are being precharged for functional output purposes as well as for preventing charge sharing, whereas these additional devices usually exist in a SDL tree to prevent charge sharing. Thus MODL is considered less susceptible to charge sharing than SDL circuits and saves additional devices.

By looking once more at Figure 3.10, we notice that the nMOS logic tree of each MODL gate drives more than one static inverter so that the overall capacitive loading of a MODL gate is more than that found in an SDL gate. This calls for the enlargement of the pull-down devices in order to discharge the increased capacitance. In the actual layout,
however, the area savings due to reduction of gate count and interconnection complexity exceeds the area increase due to incrementally larger device sizes.

![Diagram of MODL Structure](image)

**Figure 3.10 MODL Structure**

Although the area advantage of MODL over SDL is apparent, the speed advantage at the gate level is not so obvious because each MODL gate implements more than one function. However, performance improvement can be achieved by capitalizing on this fact at architectural level. Therefore, the overall organization of a given block of logic is optimized in terms of the use of MODL techniques. By using a MODL circuit style, the overall device count is reduced and therefore the fan-out for a given output is reduced. Meanwhile, parasitic wiring capacitance is lessened as a consequence of a smaller overall layout. This results in an overall reduction of load capacitance for a given logic stage. As a final point, the reduction of capacitance also results in a reduction in power dissipation. Generally speaking, use of MODL can reduce silicon area, increase circuit performance, and decrease power, because of the reduction of device count, wire length, and consequently output loading.
3.3.2 Sneak Paths

One of the problems a MODL circuit may encounter is the occurrence of sneak paths, when an OR-AND form of MODL gate is constructed. A sneak path is defined as a path in the circuit which causes a false discharge from a lower output node through a higher device to ground. This is illustrated through an example in Figure 3.11. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, carry propagate $p_i$ can be expressed as either $a_i + b_i$ (OR-$p_i$) or $a_i \oplus b_i$ (XOR-$p_i$). If the OR logic is used for $p_i$, a sneak path will be formed through node $N1$, devices $D1$, node $N2$, device $D2$ and “ground switch” $D3$ to ground, under the condition $a_{i+2} = b_{i+2} = 1$ and $a_{i+1} = b_{i+1} = 0$. No matter what value $c_i$ holds, since $a_{i+1} = b_{i+1} = 0$ results in $g_{i+1} = p_{i+1} = 0$, node $N1$ is expected to hold at logic high, thus $c_{i+1}$ is supposed to be logic “0” during evaluation phase. On the other hand, since $a_{i+2} = b_{i+2} = 1$ forces $g_{i+2} = p_{i+2} = 1$, node $N2$ will be discharged to a logic low through $D2$. Unfortunately, during evaluation the p-channel devices are turned off which terminates the power supply to node $N1$, meanwhile devices $D1$, $D2$ and $D3$ are turned on by $p_{i+2}$, $b_{i+2}$ and clk. Device $D1$ behaves as a bidirectional pass transistor which form a path conducting through $D1$, $D2$ and $D3$ to falsely discharge node $N1$ to ground. Thus $c_{i+1}$ is evaluated mistakenly as logic “1” instead of “0”y. Sneak path problems appear to only occur in MODL type circuits.

In order to avoid this sneak path problem, the XOR form of $p_i$ should replace the OR-$p_i$ in the same circuit. In this way, under the same condition $a_{i+1} = b_{i+1} = 0$ and $a_{i+2} = b_{i+2} = 1$, $p_{i+2}$ is no longer “1” for $p_{i+2} = a_{i+2} \oplus b_{i+2} = 0$, as a result, $D1$ is cutoff and effectively blocks the sneak path from $N1$ through $N2$ to ground.
3.3.3 Example of MODL gates

Since the overall savings in device count is due to a reduction of circuit replication, the actual advantage of MODL over SDL is directly dependent upon the degree of recurrence in the logic functions being realized. For example, a 2-bit carry propagate using XOR logic is defined as \( d_{i+1} = p_{i+1} p_i \) and the 1-bit propagate term is \( p_i = a_i \oplus b_i \). Note that \( p_i \) is a subfunction of \( d_{i+1} \). A MODL gate that generates both terms are shown in Figure 3.12.

Another example is a carry generation circuit. Referring to eqn. (2.10) and reformulating it to eqn. (3.2), we find that carry generation logic is in a highly recurrent form. Implementing the logic described in eqn. (3.2) using MODL gives a 4-bit carry generator shown in Figure 3.13. This MODL gate uses 22 devices, while the equivalent four SDL carry-generating gates would require 46 devices including those pMOS for preventing charge sharing. The number of transistors used with MODL is less than half of that with SDL. There is no doubt that MODL is advantageous for implementing highly recurrent logic like carry generating functions.
\[ c_1 = g_0 + p_0c_0 \]

\[ c_2 = g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0c_0) = g_1 + p_1 c_1 \]

\[ c_3 = g_2 + p_2 (g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0c_0)) = g_2 + p_2 c_2 \]

\[ c_4 = g_3 + p_3 (g_2 + p_2 (g_1 + p_1 (g_0 + p_0c_0))) = g_3 + p_3 c_3 \]  \hfill (3.2)

Figure 3.12 1- and 2-Bit Propagate Terms
3.3.4 MODL and Manchester carry chain

If we look back at the Manchester carry chain embedded in Figure 2.10 and make some corresponding arrangement to have a Manchester carry chain for generating consecutive carries, we get the circuit shown in Figure 3.14.

Comparing Figure 3.14 with Figure 3.13 we can see that a MODL carry generator is functionally and structurally equivalent to a dynamic Manchester carry chain. The difference between these two is perhaps in their evolution and layout style. That is, a MODL carry generator is treated as a single combinational logic gate while a Manchester carry chain has evolved from a blend of MOS pass transistor logic and combinational
logic. Regardless, MODL is a general CMOS logic style, but the Manchester carry chain is an MOS circuit specific to carry generation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.14 4-Bit Manchester Carry Chain with Carry Output for Each Bit Position

3.4 Enhanced Multiple Output Domino Logic (EMODL)

The MODL concept arises from the idea that one logic tree can generate its function and subfunction without replicating subfunction circuits. This can be extended to a more general multiple output domino logic structure which we have referred to as enhanced multiple output domino logic (EMODL). Unlike MODL circuits, one output of an EMODL gate is not necessary to be a subfunction of the other. Nor is a subfunction necessary to be an output of the EMODL gate. In another word, a subfunction of an nMOS logic tree, which may not lead to an output, forms a common base to two or more functional outputs. Similarly, these functional outputs may not be restricted to a function-subfunction relationship. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the nMOS logic tree $T_0$ is a
common base to both functions $f_1$ and $f_2$. $f_1$ is not a subfunction of $f_2$, and $f_2$ is not a subfunction of $f_1$. Merging the two SDL gates to an EMODL gate, as shown in Figure 3.16, eliminates the requirement of replicating the nMOS logic tree $T_0$, and also saves additional precharge devices required in the equivalent SDL circuits. The enhanced MODL concept provides the same area advantage over SDL circuit as MODL does, but it provides more flexibility and freedom for creating circuit designs than MODL.

![Figure 3.15 SDL Gates with Common Base $T_0$](image1)

![Figure 3.16 EMODL Structure](image2)
An immediate example of EMODL design is the generation of four consecutive sums as shown in Figure 3.17. With carry input $c_k$, sums $s_{k+1}$, $s_{k+2}$, $s_{k+3}$ and $s_{k+4}$ are generated from a single EMODL tree. Note that all the carry propagate $p_k$ inputs used in Figure 3.17 are produced by XOR of variables $a_k$ and $b_k$. The nMOS tree in the dashed box, which represents functions $c_{k+1}$ and $\overline{c}_{k+1}$, is the common base to the generation of $s_{k+2}$, $s_{k+3}$ and $s_{k+4}$. Note that neither $c_{k+1}$ nor $\overline{c}_{k+1}$ is required as output signal. And the four consecutive sums have no function-subfunction relationship.

Figure 3.17  4-Bit EMODL Sum Generator
Another example of the advantage of the flexible design style provided by EMODL is the carry generation circuit shown in Figure 3.18. Five sparse carries are generated from group generates and propagates and the carry-in. It is easy to see that this EMODL carry chain is a modification of the MODL circuit discussed in Section 3.3.3. Without increasing the height of the gate, carry \( c_q \) is generated from the same nMOS tree (indicated by dashed box) that generates the carry \( c_n \). In this case, the common base is related to an output node. It is important that the input variables \( p_{m,n} \) in the circuit are generated originally from the XOR logic of summands \( a_i \) and \( b_i \). This guarantees that the EMODL carry generator is sneak path free.

**Figure 3.18** A Carry Chain Built by Serial and Parallel Circuit.
3.5 Summary

The evolution of high speed low area circuit design techniques from static CMOS to E MODL logic has been traced in this chapter. Dynamic circuits provide higher speed and lower cost than equivalent static circuits in implementing complex gates with high fan-in and fan-out. Among the various types of dynamic circuits, domino logic is probably the most suitable in system designs with cascaded gates. Multiple output domino logic allows single logic gates to produce multiple functions. It is particularly recommended for recurrent logic such as carry generating circuits where device count reduction is desired. Moreover, this kind of circuit is more stable than standard domino and other dynamic CMOS circuits. The MODL idea is then extended using the enhanced MODL technique which results in greater transistor savings and more design flexibility.
4.1 Introduction

In this chapter a novel high performance dynamic carry-lookahead adder is introduced. We compare this new adder with an ultrafast and compact CLA which was recently reported by Hwang and Fisher [15]. The novel features of this new 32-bit adder are the use of the pseudo complement concept, sparse carry chains and EMODL circuit style. The pseudo complement technique guarantees a dual-rail carry chain possessing identical circuit delays, so that use of a dynamic sum stage becomes possible. As a result, the speed advantage of a full dynamic CLA is realized. The dynamic sum stage is composed of an EMODL gate, which is capable of producing consecutive sums from a single carry input. This allows the carry chain to generate only those carries which are required by the EMODL sum stage. This so-called sparse carry chain technique eliminates the usual stages for generating the carries for each bit position which are required in all other published adders, including the comparison design of Hwang and Fisher [15]. The circuit and layout architecture of the new 32-bit CLA are detailed in this chapter. HSPICE simulation and chip test results demonstrate that the performance of this design is superior to other published designs.
4.2 Existing Approaches

4.2.1 Typical CLA Architecture

The conventional CLA architecture consists of three major parts, as shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 Conventional CLA Structure](image)

The first part is the preliminary stage where carry generates and propagates for all bit positions are produced. The second stage is the carry chain which produces the carry and its complement for each bit position. This part normally contains several gate stages and is the major contribution to delays in the adder critical path. The third part is the final sum stage. It is usually comprised of XOR cells to produce sums for all bit positions. The inputs of this stage are the two input operands and the carries of each bit position generated by the carry chain. For a typical 32-bit static CLA, with moderate fan-in and fan-out, a worst case delay of seven gated stages [15] is normally required.

4.2.2 Hwang and Fisher’s 32-Bit Adder

Using the MODL technique, Hwang and Fisher reported a 32-bit CLA with five gate delays in the worst case. Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of this adder. A non-complementary circuit structure was exploited for generating carries for each bit position. The complements of carries for all the bit positions are obtained by using a group of static inverters. Finally static XOR gates are used to produce the final sums.

Unlike the first stage of the conventional CLA, where carry generate and propagate terms of every bit position are produced from each individual gate by the definition $g_i = a_i b_i$
and $p_i = a_i \oplus b_i$, Hwang and Fisher's CLA produces 1- and 2-bit generate and propagate terms $g_i, d g_{i+1}$ and $p_i, d p_{i+1}$ from each MODL gate. This saves one gate delay. Note that $d p_{i+1} = p_{i+1} p_i$. Since the static sum unit requires $p_i$ for each bit position, additional circuits have to be used for generating $p_{i+1}$ separately.

Figure 4.2 Architecture of Hwang and Fisher's 32-Bit CLA

This adder is hybrid in circuit style since it uses dynamic circuits to generate carries and static circuits to produce sums. Obviously, the inherent speed and area disadvantages of
the static circuits limit the performance of this adder. Unfortunately, the use of static XOR gates can not be avoided when the non-complementary carry chain approach is used, since a dynamic XOR cannot be built in a single phase clocked dynamic circuit (except at the first stage), as demonstrated in Figure 4.3.

![Dynamic XOR Gate Diagram]

**Figure 4.3 A Dynamic XOR Gate**

Assuming \( x_i = a_i \oplus b_i = 1 \) and \( \bar{x}_i = \overline{a_i} \oplus \overline{b_i} = 0 \) are generated at the same time during evaluation. When clock \( clk \) is in evaluation phase, \( c_i = 1 \) reaches the input of XOR gate after the delay required by the carry chain. Suppose, after another inverter delay, \( \bar{c}_i \) changes to “0”, so that output \( s_i \) also should be “0”; unfortunately, this does not happen. The problem is that \( \bar{c}_i \) is always driven to “1” by the static inverter during precharge, since \( c_i \) is precharged to “0”. Only when \( c_i \) switches from “0” to “1”, can \( \bar{c}_i \) change to “0” after an inverter delay. In the situation shown in Figure 4.3, as soon as \( clk \) changes to “1”, the predetermined \( \bar{c}_i \) is high, when \( x_i \) is also high; a false discharge of node \( \bar{s}_i \) then
occurs before $c_i$ has the time to turn to “0”. Once this false discharge has taken place, $s_i$ cannot be recovered. Thus the nature of the non-complementary structure limits the applications of high-speed circuit techniques. A pure dynamic CLA, which is faster than the hybrid one, can only be realized by a dual-rail carry chain.

### 4.3 New 32-Bit CLA Design Criteria

#### 4.3.1 Architecture Description

A block diagram of our new 32-bit CLA is given in Figure 4.4. The three parts are actually three gate stages in the real circuit implementation. From the first stage, $c_4$, group generates $gg_k$ and propagates $gp_k$ are produced. Then $c_8, c_{12}, c_{16}$, and further group generates $Gg_j$ and propagates $Gp_j$ are generated in the second stage. Finally, all the sums are produced by carries $c_4, c_8, c_{12}, c_{16}$ as well as $Gg_j$ and $Gp_j$ by the third stage. In parallel with this, the pseudo complement carry chain, which utilizes exactly the same domino circuits as the corresponding carry chain, supplies the complement sparse carries and pseudo complements of further group generates and propagates to the EMODL sum stage. There are only three gate delays in the worst case.

![Figure 4.4 The New 32-Bit CLA Structure](image-url)
4.3.2 Why Pseudo Complement

The "pseudo complement" concept was first introduced by Wang in [35]. The term "pseudo" was chosen to differ from the "real" complement of a logic term. As we know, complementary carries are necessary for performing the XOR operation used in generating the sum of a binary adder. The function of a pseudo complement is to produce the complement carries from pseudo complement generate and propagate \((\bar{g}_p, \bar{p}_i)\) instead of the complement generate and propagate \((\bar{g}_p, \bar{p}_i)\). We will show, later, that the use of pseudo complement expressions to generate the complement carries is superior to the use of complement terms since it results in a circuit with higher speed and smaller silicon area.

To illustrate the idea further, let us compare the MODL implementation of group carry generates \((g g_{k,1}, g g_{k,2}, g g_{k,3})\) and propagates \((g p_{k,1}, g p_{k,2}, g p_{k,3})\), their complements and pseudo complements. Note that \(k\) is the starting bit position of the group. The Boolean expressions for \((g g_{k,1}, g g_{k,2}, g g_{k,3})\) and \((g p_{k,1}, g p_{k,2}, g p_{k,3})\) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
g g_{k,1} &= g_{k+1} + p_{k+1} g_k \\
g g_{k,2} &= g_{k+2} + p_{k+2} g g_{k,1} \\
g g_{k,3} &= g_{k+3} + p_{k+3} g g_{k,2} \\
g p_{k,1} &= p_{k+1} p_k \\
g p_{k,2} &= p_{k+2} g p_{k,1} \\
g p_{k,3} &= p_{k+3} g p_{k,2}
\end{align*}
\]

The MODL circuit implementations are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.5 Group Generates for \((g_{gk_1}, g_{gk_2}, g_{gk_3})\)

Figure 4.6 Group Propagates for \((g_{p_{k_1}}, g_{p_{k_2}}, g_{p_{k_3}})\)
The complements of \((g_k, 1, g_k, 2, g_k, 3)\) and \((p_k, 1, p_k, 2, p_k, 3)\) are given as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\overline{g}_{k, 1} &= \bar{g}_{k+1} (\bar{p}_{k+1} + g_k) \\
\overline{g}_{k, 2} &= \bar{g}_{k+2} (\bar{p}_{k+2} + \overline{g}_{k, 1}) \\
\overline{g}_{k, 3} &= \bar{g}_{k+3} (\bar{p}_{k+3} + \overline{g}_{k, 2}) \\
\overline{g}_{k+1} &= \bar{p}_{k+1} + \bar{g}_k \\
\overline{g}_{k+2} &= \bar{p}_{k+2} + \overline{g}_{k, 1} \\
\overline{g}_{k+3} &= \bar{p}_{k+3} + \overline{g}_{k, 2}
\end{align*}
\]

Obviously, \(\overline{g}_{k, 1}, \overline{g}_{k, 2}\) and \(\overline{g}_{k, 3}\) can not be integrated in a MODL gate directly. Nor can \(\overline{g}_{p_{k, 1}}, \overline{g}_{p_{k, 2}}\) and \(\overline{g}_{p_{k, 3}}\). Either they have to be implemented in three separate SDL gates, or their logic formulation should be modified to the following equations in order to realize the MODL implementations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\overline{g}_{k, 1} &= \bar{g}_{k+1} (\bar{p}_{k+1} + p_{k+1} \bar{g}_k) \\
\overline{g}_{k, 2} &= \bar{g}_{k+2} (\bar{p}_{k+2} + p_{k+2} \overline{g}_{k, 1}) \\
\overline{g}_{k, 3} &= \bar{g}_{k+3} (\bar{p}_{k+3} + p_{k+3} \overline{g}_{k, 2}) \\
\overline{g}_{p_{k, 1}} &= \bar{p}_{k+1} + p_{k+1} \bar{g}_k \\
\overline{g}_{p_{k, 2}} &= \bar{p}_{k+2} + p_{k+2} \overline{g}_{p_{k, 1}} \\
\overline{g}_{p_{k, 3}} &= \bar{p}_{k+3} + p_{k+3} \overline{g}_{p_{k, 2}}
\end{align*}
\]

The MODL implementations are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. It is easy to see that not only the transistor counts are more than the circuits shown in the previous two figures, but also the fan-in of the gates for generating complement group generates are higher. Thus the resultant speed of the circuits is slower.

The *pseudo complement* approach solves the above problem in a perfect way. It comes from the idea that the complement carries that are needed by the XOR sum stage are not required to be produced from the intermediate complement generate and propagate terms.

If we replace the real complements of these intermediate terms, such as \(\tilde{g}_i = \bar{a}_i + \bar{b}_i\) and \(\tilde{p}_i = a_i \oplus b_i\), based on \(g_i = a_i b_i\) and \(p_i = a_i \oplus b_i\), with pseudo complement terms \(\tilde{g}_i = \bar{a}_i \tilde{b}_i\) and \(\tilde{p}_i = \bar{a}_i \oplus \tilde{b}_i = a_i \oplus b_i\), then the pseudo complements of
\((\hat{g}g_{k,1}, \hat{g}g_{k,2}, \hat{g}g_{k,3})\) and \((\hat{g}P_{k,1}, \hat{g}P_{k,2}, \hat{g}P_{k,3})\) can be expressed in the same logic forms as their true terms respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{g}g_{k,1} &= \hat{g}_{k+1} + \hat{P}_{k+1} \hat{g}_k \\
\hat{g}g_{k,2} &= \hat{g}_{k+2} + \hat{P}_{k+2} \hat{g}g_{k,1} \\
\hat{g}g_{k,3} &= \hat{g}_{k+3} + \hat{P}_{k+3} \hat{g}g_{k,2}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{g}P_{k,1} &= \hat{P}_{k+1} \hat{P}_k \\
\hat{g}P_{k,2} &= \hat{P}_{k+2} \hat{g}P_{k,1} \\
\hat{g}P_{k,3} &= \hat{P}_{k+3} \hat{g}P_{k,2}
\end{align*}
\]

As described by Eqn. (2.25)-(2.28), eventually the complement carries can be obtained from these pseudo complement terms in the same way as the carries are derived from the original generate and propagate terms.

\[\text{Figure 4.7 Complements of Group Generates (} \hat{g}g_{k,1}, \hat{g}g_{k,2}, \hat{g}g_{k,3} \text{)}\]
Figure 4.8 Complements of Group Propagates ($gP_{k,1}$, $gP_{k,2}$, $gP_{k,3}$)

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 are the MODL gates which produce the pseudo complements of ($gP_{k,1}$, $gP_{k,2}$, $gP_{k,3}$) and ($gP_{k,1}$, $gP_{k,2}$, $gP_{k,3}$). The circuit structures are exactly the same as those of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively. In another words, by substituting the inputs of the circuits in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 with pseudo complement terms, we get pseudo complement outputs. This approach can be applied continuously in the complement carry chain until the complement carries are obtained.

The advantages of pseudo complement approach can be summarized to three points: (1) less device count and fan-in than the usual complement approach, hence smaller hardware and higher circuit speed; (2) complementary carry chain with the same delay guarantees that EMODL sum unit function correctly, therefore a full dynamic design is realized; and (3) layout design load is reduced since the complement carry chain layout is simply the duplication of the carry chain.
Figure 4.9 Pseudo Complements of Group Generates ($g_k, g_{k+1}, g_{k+2}, g_{k+3}$)

Figure 4.10 Pseudo Complements of Group Propagates ($p_k, p_{k+1}, p_{k+2}, p_{k+3}$)
4.4 Implementation of A 32-Bit CLA

4.4.1 Architecture Floor Plan

Our new 32-bit adder is constructed by nine different types of blocks, denoted as $B_1 - B_8$ and XOR. Figure 4.11 is the architectural floor plan of this 32-bit CLA which consists of three stages in total. The pseudo complement carry chain is omitted from the diagram for simplicity. Block XOR accepts adder inputs $a_i$ and $b_i$, or in the complement chain $\overline{a}_i$ and $\overline{b}_i$, and produces the XOR results for use in the final sum stage.

The first stage is composed of three different types of blocks $B_1 - B_3$. Two $B_1$ blocks generate $c_4$ and $\overline{c}_4$ separately. Eight (4 × 2) $B_2$ blocks prepare group generates and propagates ($g g_{m,4}$ and $g p_{m,4}$) and their pseudo complements ($\overline{g} g_{m,4}$ and $\overline{g} p_{m,4}$) in 4-bit length. Six (3 × 2) $B_3$ blocks prepare group generates and propagates ($g g_{n,3}$ and $g p_{n,3}$) and their pseudo complements ($\overline{g} g_{n,3}$ and $\overline{g} p_{n,3}$) in 3-bit length. In the second stage, $c_8$, $c_{12}$ and $c_{16}$ are produced from $B_4$ in the sparse carry chain, which are sufficient for the third stage to generate the final sums for each bit position. In addition, further group carry generates and propagates $G g_{k,3}$ and $G p_{k,3}$ which group lengths of 3 are produced from $B_5$ for the final stage. This final stage in Figure 4.11 consists of three types of EMODL gates $B_6 - B_8$. Five $B_6$ cells take complementary sparse carries and the XOR of input operands as inputs and generate the sums from bit position 1 up to bit position 20, with each cell having four successive sum outputs. Another three $B_7$ cells generate sums from bit 21 to 29. Each cell gives three sum outputs based on $c_{16}$, $\overline{c}_{16}$, $G g_{k,3}$, $G p_{k,3}$ and their pseudo complements. The only difference between block $B_7$ and $B_8$ is the additional circuit in $B_8$ that produces carry $c_{32}$ for the most significant bit. Schematic examples of blocks $B_1 - B_8$ are included in Appendix B.
4.4.2 Layout Floor Plan

The 32-bit adder has been full-custom laid out, using 1.2μ CMOS double metal double-well technology. The layout and the physical distribution of the cell blocks for the 32-bit CLA core are shown in Figure 4.12. From the cell distribution diagram shown on the right hand side of the figure, we can see that there are two different columns which are partly interleaved to build the first stage and the last stage respectively. The second stage is inserted between the two columns and takes no extra space, since the area of the two types
of blocks $B_4$ and $B_5$ are relatively small. The circuits outside the CLA core are inverters for driving the inputs of the adder so as to provide a realistic input waveform for comparing with HSPICE simulation results.

Figure 4.12 New 32-Bit CLA Layout Floor Plan
In the layout, metal two is used for long horizontal connections between the cells. Metal one runs vertically among cells and is used for local interconnections. The LSB of the adder is at the bottom, The carry-in is zero. The total width of the adder area is the sum of the widths of the first and last stage cells. The height of the adder is kept low since the cells are placed carefully as illustrated in Figure 4.12. The total area of the core is $337 \times 2169 \mu m^2$. Figure 4.13 shows a scanned micrograph of the chip.

![Figure 4.13 Scanned Picture of the Chip](image)

### 4.4.3 Cell Examples

The schematics and layouts of all the cells designed are listed in Appendix A. We will only give an example design of cell $B_7$ in this section. $B_7$ is an EMODL gate with three consecutive sum outputs. Even though this cell has the same maximum fan-in as the schematic shown in Figure 3.17, which is the cell type $B_6$ used in our adder, it can only generate three sums since the carries have to be produced by both carry-in and group generates and propagates.
We should notice that the height of the nFET tree strongly affects the efficiency of the EMODL circuit. The higher the tree is, the more sums can be generated from a single EMODL gate, thus the fewer the carries that have to be produced throughout the carry chain; this means that the number of stages in the critical path is reduced. However, the investigation in reference [8] points out that if a uniform size is applied to all the n-channel transistors, the discharge time of a serial connected n-channel transistor tree is quadratically related to the height of the tree. In this case, we should avoid using gates with very high fan-in.

![Schematic diagram of Cell B7 with Transistor Sizing](image)

**Figure 4.14 Schematic of Cell B7 with Transistor Sizing**

On the other hand, transistor sizing techniques may mitigate the quadratic relationship between the discharge time and tree height. As we know from the $RC$ delay model [12], the delay of a dynamic gate depends in a complex way on the sizes of the series path...
transistors, since the size of each device controls both its effective resistance and its capacitance. Generally, the delay versus size function is monotonic (i.e. without a minimum), and so we limit the maximum size of the transistor based on area constraints. If we assume that each transistor uses a minimum length given by the process design rules, we can minimize the delay by varying the width of each transistor. Using the analytical optimization approach, introduced in [3], we can minimize the gate delay by tapering the transistor chain so that the transistor closest to ground has the largest width, with transistor size decreasing monotonically from ground to output. In this way, the discharge time is reduced by 30%, and the utilization of gates with relatively high fan-in and complexity becomes practical. As shown in Figure 4.14, the maximum fan-in of \( B_7 \) is 5, where the width of each transistor is labeled beside it. The length of each transistor is 1.2\( \mu \). A layout according to this design is given in Figure 4.15. The 32-bit CLA using this complex gate gives improved overall performance compared to existing adder designs.

![Figure 4.15 Layout of Cell B7](image)

**Figure 4.15 Layout of Cell B\(_7\)**

### 4.4.4 Simulation and Testing Results

HSPICE simulations on mask extractions of the new 32-bit CLA have been performed. The results show a worst case delay of 2.7\( \text{ns} \) (Figure 4.16). For comparison, the delay of the 32-bit adder given by Hwang and Fisher, which was fabricated in a 0.9\( \mu \) CMOS
technology, is 3.1ns. Applying reasonable scaling criteria we would expect our design to be faster and smaller than their design.

* default hspice simulation run title card. [IN E E

clk /515 in volts
s20 /625 in volts

![Graph showing electrical characteristics](image)

**Figure 4.16 HSPICE Simulation from Mask Extracted Circuit**

First order MOS scaling theory based on a constant field model is introduced in [37]. Although this is not an accurate model for sub-micron device scaling, it is still a powerful guideline to identify the improvements that can be expected as processes are scaled. Basically, if we apply the scaling factor $\alpha$ to all the dimensions including those vertical to the surface, the concentration densities in the process, as well as the device voltage as shown in Table 4.1, we should get the resultant effects as listed in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 clearly shows that delay, area and power are all decreased in a smaller dimension technology. However, when supply voltage is not scaled, the comparison of delays and power dissipations between two technologies is not as straightforward as the table implies. Clearly though, as parasitic capacitance is decreased in the smaller dimension technology, the overall speed of the circuit will be faster. The voltage scaling does not affect the layout, and so the area scaling is still applicable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
<th>SCALING FACTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length: L</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width: W</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Oxide thickness: (t_{ox})</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junction depth: (X_j)</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate doping: (N_a) or (N_d)</td>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage: (V_{DD})</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 First-Order Scaling on MOS Device Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
<th>SCALING FACTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric field across gate oxide: (E)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depletion layer thickness: (d)</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic capacitance: (WL/t_{ox})</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate delay: (VC/I)</td>
<td>1/\alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power dissipation: (P_d)</td>
<td>1/\alpha^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate area: (WL)</td>
<td>1/\alpha^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Influence of First-Order Scaling on MOS Device Characteristics

Table 4.3 compares the main characteristics of our design with Hwang and Fisher’s. The equivalent area of our design, scaled from 1.2\(\mu\) technology to 0.9\(\mu\) is calculated according to the first-order scaling theory. The scaling can not be applied to the worst case delay, but the speed advantage of 0.9\(\mu\) technology over 1.2\(\mu\) is clear. This means that our design in 1.2\(\mu\) technology with a 2.7ns worst case delay is clearly faster than Hwang and Fisher’s CLA in 0.9\(\mu\) technology with a reported delay of 3.1ns. The performance of the new CLA is unquestionable better than the conventional design.
N.A.—Not Applicable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>No. of Stages</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>No. of Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hwang and Fisher's</td>
<td>0.9(\mu)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>341x1976</td>
<td>1325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our New Design</td>
<td>1.2(\mu)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>337x2169</td>
<td>1269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaled Estimate</td>
<td>0.9(\mu)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>278x1627</td>
<td>1269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Comparison Between Two Designs

Obtaining an accurate test result from the 32-bit adder chip is difficult because the expected addition time is less than 3.0ns while the delay introduced by the I/O drivers and the measurement equipment is around 20ns. In order to reduce this delay effect, we have fabricated a chip with ten specially designed adders connected in series. These adders contain only the critical path in the actual 32-bit adder with equivalent loads for the missing circuitry. Figure 4.17 shows the layout of the ten-critical-path-adder along with a calibration circuit built by connecting an input pad directly to an output pad (including drive and protection circuitry). In testing, two parameters have to be measured. One is the delay of the ten-critical-path-adder through the I/O pads, the other is the delay between the calibration input and output pads. In this way, the delay of one critical-path-adder can be calculated as 

\[
\text{Total Delay} = \frac{\text{Calibration I/O Pad Delay}}{10}.
\]

The test results in Figure 4.18 show a measured delay time of 27ns for ten critical-path-adders after calibration. Therefore, each critical-path adder is equivalent to 2.7ns. This verifies our HSPICE simulation result, of Figure 4.16, which was performed on the entire 32-bit adder.
Figure 4.17 Chip Layout with Ten Critical Path Adders

Figure 4.18 Testing Result of the 10-Critical-Path-Adder
4.5 Summary

A new CLA architecture has been designed and implemented in 1.2\(\mu\) CMOS technology. The new feature of this design is the utilization of a recently introduced *pseudo complement* mapping technique, an enhanced multiple Domino logic (EMODL) circuit style and a sparse carry chain. The worst case delay path of this 32-bit adder is reduced to three gate stages instead of five reported in a recent paper by Hwang and Fisher.

The 32-bit adder is fabricated in 1.2\(\mu\) CMOS technology with a smaller area than the Hwang and Fisher design (using a 0.9\(\mu\) CMOS technology). HSPICE simulation results show that the new design is 13% faster than Hwang and Fisher’s. A ten serial connected critical path test circuit is fabricated with calibration circuitry to remove the delay caused by the I/O pads and drivers. The measurement results from this test chip verify the HSPICE simulation results obtained from the complete 32-bit adder.
Chapter 5

Area-Time Optimization

5.1 Introduction

The Area-Speed optimization of adders has been extensively studied. Lee and Oklobdzija [19] examined the delay characteristics of carry-lookahead adders with respect to a delay model that accounts for fan-in and fan-out dependencies, and a heuristic method for finding optimal CLA structures was presented. Wei and Thompson [36] proposed a systematic method of implementing and optimizing a static CMOS CLA with regard to area and time. In [10] Chan, et. al. investigated the worst case carry propagation delays in carry-skip adders and block carry-lookahead adders, and found that delays not only depend on the intrinsic gate delays, but also on how the full adders are grouped structurally into blocks as well as the number of levels. All these studies indicate that area-speed optimization of the adders has to take into account many factors such as fan-in and fan-out contributions to individual gate delay and the effect of varying gate sizes and number of cascaded gated stages.

In this chapter we will analyze the area-delay characteristics of the dynamic CLA designed with our new techniques. In particular, we
will focus on analyzing the critical path delays of several CLA configurations and use the simulation results as guidelines for future CLA design.

5.2 Timing Analysis

The critical path delay is the longest time a signal takes to propagate from the input of the system to the output. This delay depends on the individual gate delay and the number of gates the signal has to travel through in the critical path. The gate delay is a function of the gate fan-in and fan-out, the gate complexity and the size of the devices. The number of cascaded gates in the critical path is mainly affected by gate fan-in and complexity [32] and [33]. In this section we will examine the critical path delay from three major factors.

5.2.1 Selection of OR-\(p_i\) or XOR-\(p_i\)

As we know, there are two ways of defining the carry propagate \(p_i\) as the intermediate term used in CLA algorithms. The definitions are given in eqn. (2.13) and (2.17). In eqn. (2.13), an inclusive-OR (OR-\(p_i\)) operation is applied to the two summands, whereas eqn. (2.17) uses the exclusive-OR (XOR-\(p_i\)) operation. Using different \(p_i\) definitions will result in a CLA with different architectures and different performances. Especially with the introduction of the MODL circuit technique, which increases the speed and reduces the area, the CLA structure will substantially change, based on the different choices of \(p_i\), based on removal of the sneak path problem.

The sneak path problem has been discussed in some detail in Section 3.3.2. An example has shown how a sneak path occurs when using OR-\(p_i\) and how it can be prevented by replacing OR-\(p_i\) with XOR-\(p_i\). Another solution to this problem, avoiding the use of XOR-\(p_i\), is by decomposing the MODL circuit into several SDL gates. Neither solution is perfect. The drawback of the OR-\(p_i\) with SDL approach is the increase in device count, fan-out load and interconnection complexity between the gates. The advantage is that one
stage of gates which is required for generating the $XOR - p_i$ of each input pair, is eliminated from the critical path. On the contrary, the use of the $XOR$ operation sacrifices one stage to generate $p_i$ for each input pair, but a sneak path free MODL circuit can be obtained.

5.2.2 Fan-In and Number of Stages

Both fan-in size and the number of cascaded gate stages determine the circuit speed. For an adder with a given input word length, the number of stages in the critical path decreases when the gate fan-in increases. Although fewer number of stages may be advantageous to improving critical path delay, it also requires a CLA structure with higher fan-in and fan-out for each stage and more complex interconnection. This tends to increase the circuit delay.

MODL techniques provide circuits with high speed and low device count. In addition, we acquire further hardware savings by introducing EMODL, which generates several sums from a single gate by sharing common factors. With the introduction of EMODL, highly complex gates can be realized such that the number of stages in the critical path can be reduced, which may be advantageous for decreasing the critical path delay. On the other hand, complex EMODL gates may slow down the evaluation speed due to high fan-in, large fan-out load to the previous stage, and non-negligible parasitic capacitance present due to complex interconnections between the transistors in the gate.

According to the $RC$ delay model [12], the dynamic discharge delay is quadratically proportional to the fan-in size, assuming that the transistors in the nFET chain have the same width (square-law delay model) [8]. From this point of view, we should avoid increasing the fan-in of each gate. However, if we limit the gate fan-in to a small size, the number of stages in the critical path will increase. In spite of this, proper transistor sizing may reduce the discharge time when the fan-in is relatively high. This leads to another design topic of transistor sizing. We will describe it qualitatively in the next section.
5.2.3 Transistor Sizing

Here we concentrate on clocked dynamic circuits. There are two phases in the operation of the dynamic circuit: precharge phase and evaluation phase. In the precharge phase, the clock is low, and the output is precharged to $V_{DD}$ through a pFET. The input signals are allowed to stabilized during this phase. In the evaluate phase, the clock switches to logic “1”. The worst-case delay appears when all the inputs of a series-connected nFET chain from output node to ground are high, resulting in discharging of the output node to ground. In a typical dynamic circuit, the worst-case evaluation time is longer than the precharge time; therefore, the limiting factor in the clocking speed is the worst-case discharge time of the nFET chain.

Transistor sizing influence on the discharge time can be analyzed qualitatively by observing the domino CMOS five-input NAND gate given by Figure 5.1. FET0 activated the evaluation phase when clock “clk” is high. FET6 is a pFET used to precharge the internal node “N” to $V_{DD}$ when the clock is low. A buffer inverter is connected to the output node to couple the consecutive stages of the Domino logic chain.

When the size of FET5 in Figure 5.1 is reduced, two effects are present: one tends to increase delay; the other tends to decrease delay. First, the delay tends to increase as the resistance of FET5 increases. This is because the charge on the output node takes more time to discharge. Second, the delay tends to decrease as the parasitic capacitance decreases, since the charge stored in the capacitance decreases. When the length of the nFET chain is very long, the second effect is more significant than the first one. This is due to the fact that the charge on the output node and the parasitic capacitance of FET5 has to drain through the summed resistances of FET0-FET5. Decreasing the capacitance of FET5 plays a more significant role in decreasing the discharge time than the increase in resistance of only one FET. We can conclude that in a long nFET chain the delay time can be decreased by decreasing the size of FET5.
Figure 5.1 nFET Chain with Fan-in of 6

We get a deeper understanding of the problem by studying the generic RC model, in which each nFET is replaced by one link of the RC chain representing the channel resistance and the parasitic capacitance. Such an nFET chain model is shown in Figure 5.2.

The estimate discharge time can be approximated by Elmore’s delay formula [12]:

\[
t_D = \sum_{i=0}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=0}^{i} R_j \right) C_i
\]

(5.1)

As we know, \( R_j \) is inversely proportional to \((W/L)_j\); the parasitic capacitance \( C_i \) increases with channel width, and is approximately proportional to \((W/L)_i\)
The discharge delay of the nFET chain, shown in eqn. (5.1), can be rewritten in the form:

\[ t_d = R_0 (C_0 + C_1 + C_2 + C_3 + C_4 + C_5) + R_1 (C_1 + C_2 + C_3 + C_4 + C_5) + R_2 (C_2 + C_3 + C_4 + C_5) + R_3 (C_3 + C_4 + C_5) + R_4 (C_4 + C_5) + R_5 C_5 \]

Suppose that we reduce the size of each FET by a factor \( \alpha_i < 1 \), such that

\[ (W/L)_i' = \alpha_i (W/L)_i \]

The resistance and capacitance are changed accordingly to:
\[ R_i' = \frac{R_i}{\alpha_i} \quad C_i' = \alpha_i C_i \]

So that

\[ \Delta t_D = t_D - t_D' \]

\[ = R_0 \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_1}{\alpha_0} \right) C + \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_0} \right) C + \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_3}{\alpha_0} \right) C \right] \]

\[ + R_1 \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1} \right) C + \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_3}{\alpha_1} \right) C \right] \]

\[ + R_2 \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_3}{\alpha_2} \right) C + \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_4}{\alpha_2} \right) C \right] \]

\[ + R_3 \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_4}{\alpha_3} \right) C + \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_5}{\alpha_3} \right) C \right] + R_4 \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_5}{\alpha_4} \right) C \]

\[ \Delta t_D \] will be positive if the following relationship is established:

\[ \alpha_5 < \alpha_4 < \alpha_3 < \alpha_2 < \alpha_1 < \alpha_0 < 1 \]

This means that the best performance results when we successively reduce the MOSFET size ratios starting from the top transistor (closest to internal node “N”) down towards ground. A 10-30% reduction of \( t_D \) is generally achieved by using this sizing approach compared to a design using the same area but identical transistor sizes.

The speed of an EMODL gate can be improved considerably by using the discussed transistor sizing techniques. The disadvantages introduced by the square-law model are alleviated so that we can trade gate height for fewer stages in the critical path.
5.3 Experiments with Four CLA Schemes

Based on the analysis of the previous section, we design four different circuit configurations of a 32-bit CLA, and compare their area-time characteristics. The structures of the four CLA adders are illustrated in Figure 5.3, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9. Each square in the figure represents a domino logic gate. The number in the square indicates the fan-in of that gate. The bold line highlights the critical path in each architecture. The fan-out load is also identified by the bold line. The four architectures are configured differently with an intent to cover a reasonable range of the possible variations of the factors discussed in the previous sections. The first and third schemes employ \( p_i = a_i + b_i \) as the carry propagate term.

The second and forth schemes use \( p_i = a_i \oplus b_i \). Scheme I has a fan-in pattern: 5, 4, 5, with three gate stages in the critical path. The second scheme has a fan-in pattern: 2, 4, 4, 5, with four stages. Scheme III has also four stages but the fan-in pattern is 4, 3, 3, 4. Scheme IV consists five stages with fan-in pattern: 2, 3, 3, 3, 4.

Note that with the utilization of EMODL circuitry, the critical path of the adder may not be the signal propagation path from the least significant bit data input to the most significant bit sum output, as one would expect. It may, in fact, vary according to the configuration of each particular design, depending on the number of stages, the complexity of the nFET tree in the gate, and the gate fan-in and fan-out. For example, the critical path for our first two schemes is from carry-in, \( c_0 \), to sum output at bit 20 \( s_{20} \), while the critical path for the latter two schemes is from \( c_0 \) to \( s_{30} \).

The first scheme, which is also the architecture presented in the previous chapter, has three cascaded stages only. The fan-out of the first stage in the critical path is 4, which is quite high since MODL gates are replaced by SDL gates in the second stage resulting from the use of \( OR-p_i \). The highest fan-in is 5. And the maximum fan-out is 5. Transistor sizes are designed carefully based on the idea discussed in Section 5.2.3. Layout of this scheme is shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.3 Configuration of Scheme I
Figure 5.4 Layout of Critical Path for Scheme I
Alternatively, in scheme II, retaining a similar configuration to scheme I, we add a preliminary stage to provide the carry propagate $p_i = a_i \oplus b_i$ for each bit position. As a result, the number of stages is increased to four and MODL gates are able to be used to reduce the fan-out of the first stage to 2. The maximum gate fan-in and fan-out of this schemes are still five. The layout of the critical path is shown in Figure 5.6.

![Diagram of Scheme II](image)

**Figure 5.5 Configuration of Scheme II**
Figure 5.6 Layout of Critical Path for Scheme II
In scheme III, we limit the maximum fan-in to be four in order to shorten the intrinsic gate delay. However, we have to increase the number of stages from three, in scheme I, to four to accomplish the 32-bit addition. Note that the fan-out of the second stage increases significantly due to the use of SDL gates. The corresponding layout is shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 Layout of Critical Path for Scheme III
Similar to scheme II, scheme IV adds one stage of XOR-\(p_i\) generation circuit to scheme III and switches to MODL circuits while retaining the main configuration of scheme III. Figure 5.10 is the critical path layout of scheme IV.

**Figure 5.9 Configuration of Scheme IV**
5.4 Comparison and Summary

The results from the four different architectures are summarized in Table 5.1. The HSPICE simulation results from the mask extracted circuits, and the transistor counts, are also listed. Our experiments indicate that counting active devices provides a reasonably accurate comparison of layout area.

From Table 5.1 we see that scheme I and III, which use OR as the carry propagate operator, provide better area-time performance than their counterparts which require one more...
stage to compute the XOR for every bit position. We also note that the Speed-Area result of scheme I, which uses the least number of stages and device count, is the best among all the four schemes, although the fan-in of gates in every stage are quite high. This result is counter-intuitive to the square-law delay model, which is more suitably applied to non-sized transistor trees. Comparing scheme II and III, which have the same fan-out load and same number of stages, scheme III is much faster. This is probably because a design with lower average fan-in results better performance. The delay difference between scheme II and IV is small. Although scheme IV has one stage more than scheme IV, its fan-out and average fan-in are smaller. This may cause its delay slightly smaller than that of scheme II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of $p_i$</td>
<td>$a_i + b_i$</td>
<td>$a_i \oplus b_i$</td>
<td>$a_i + b_i$</td>
<td>$a_i \oplus b_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan-In Pattern</td>
<td>5, 4, 5</td>
<td>2, 4, 4, 5</td>
<td>4, 3, 3, 4</td>
<td>2, 3, 3, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs in Critical Path</td>
<td>$c_4, c_{16}, c_{32}$, $s_{20}$</td>
<td>$c_1, c_4, c_{16}$, $c_{32}, s_{20}$</td>
<td>$c_3, c_9, c_{27}$, $s_{30}$</td>
<td>$c_1, c_3, c_9$, $c_{27}, s_{30}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Fan-out</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Stages</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPICE Delay</td>
<td>2.1ns</td>
<td>2.63ns</td>
<td>2.36ns</td>
<td>2.55ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Count</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>1691</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>1826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. Performance Comparisons

Generally speaking, CLA critical path delay is affected by many factors in a very complex way, especially when transistor sizing technique is involved. Major concerns in determining the CLA architecture are the number of cascaded stages, the fan-in profile and distribution of fan-out load with respect to the related fan-in. The distinguish area-speed advantage of scheme I implies that the primary consideration is the number of stages in the critical path.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

High performance adder design techniques have been reviewed. In order to achieve an area-speed optimal adder we need to combine advanced architecture design methodologies with high performance circuit realization techniques. The 32-bit high performance adder introduced in this thesis employs the carry-lookahead algorithm and full dynamic logic circuit techniques. This is based on the investigation of various types of adder architectures and circuit implementation styles. We have found that the carry-lookahead architecture is the fastest and dynamic logic delivers a circuit with less silicon area and higher speed than static logic.

New design methodologies have been developed so that a superfast and compact 32-bit CLA design has been achieved. The recently introduced pseudo complement concept has been used to realize complementary carry chains with equal delays. As a result, a dynamic sum unit has been successfully designed. The new EMODL circuit style has been explored for building the sum unit in the adder, and resulting sparse carry chain circuits have been exploited. Only those carries that are necessary to the EMODL gate
are generated in the sparse carry chain and the usual circuits for generating every carry bit are eliminated.

An example 32-bit CLA has been designed based on these techniques and implemented in a 1.2μ CMOS technology. HSPICE simulations of the entire CLA and test results from a dedicated critical-path-adder chip have demonstrated that the performance of our CLA design is better than that of the advanced 32-bit CLA designs appearing in the recent literature.

Additional work has been conducted to provide guidelines for designing optimal CLA architectures, with respect to area and speed, using the above methods. Four CLA schemes, configured with changing fan-in, fan-out and number of stages, are used in a design experiment. Simulation results show that the number of stages is the primary variable in building high performance CLA adders.

6.2 Future Research

Topics for future studies should concentrate on the development of automated optimization approaches to search for area-time efficient CLA architectures. Resulting tools can probably be generalized to any digital system which uses multi-stage domino logic. An interesting addition to such a tool would be the estimation and optimization of power dissipation for CLA designs.

Although our work has concentrated solely on CLA adders, it is quite possible that the design concepts explored in this research work, can be extended to other arithmetic and logic units employed in modern computer systems on silicon.
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Appendix A

Examples of Full-Custom Designed Cells in the 32-Bit CLA

A.1 Introduction

Schematics and layouts of cell blocks $B_1 - B_8$ and XOR are provided in this appendix. All designs are domino logic circuits. The *pseudo complements* of cells $B_1 - B_5$ are not included because the schematics and layouts are exactly the same as the original cells except for a switching of the input polarities. All the schematics are labeled with transistor sizes, where the unit micron ($\mu$) is omitted. The size of the inverter buffer used in the domino logic gate is labeled with only channel widths. The number above the inverter is the width of the p-channel transistor, and the number below it is the n-channel width. The channel length for all the transistors is 1.2$\mu$.

The cell blocks are divided into three sections. As illustrated in Figure 4.11, there are three stages in the 32-bit adder. Therefore each section represents one stage. Stage one contains blocks $B_1 - B_3$ and XOR cell. Stage two comprises blocks $B_4$ and $B_5$. Blocks $B_6 - B_9$ are used in stage three. Blocks $B_2 - B_5$ include more than one cell types. For instance, block $B_2$ includes cells $gk4$ and $pk4$. In such cases, all the cells that belong to one block are listed under the category of this block.

Labeling of inputs and outputs are taken from the schematics in Cadence. They are not the same as the logic terms appearing in the equations in this thesis.
A.2 Stage One

A.2.1 Block $B_j$

![Schematic of Cell c4]

Figure A.1 Schematic of Cell c4
Figure A.2 Layout of Cell c4
A.6.3 Block $B_2$

![Block Diagram of $B_2$]

Figure A.3 Schematic of Cell $gk_4$
Figure A.4 Layout of Cell gk4
Figure A.5 Schematic of Cell pk4

Figure A.6 Layout of Cell pk4
A.6.4 Block $B_3$

Figure A.7 Schematic of Cell $gk3$
Figure A.8 Layout of Cell gk3
Figure A.9  Schematic of Cell pk3

Figure A.10  Layout of Cell pk3
A.6.5 Cell XOR

Figure A.11 Schematic of Cell xi

Figure A.12 Layout of Cell xi
A.1 Stage Two

A.3.1 Block $B_4$

![Diagram of Block $B_4$]

Figure A.13 Schematic of Cell $c_8$

![Diagram of Cell $c_8$]
Figure A.14 Schematic of Cell c12

Figure A.15 Schematic of Cell c16
Figure A.16 Layout of Cells c8, c12 and c16 in One
A.3.2 Block $B_5$

Figure A.17 Schematic of Cell gg23

Figure A.18 Layout of Cell gg23
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Appendix B

A PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR AUTOMATED DESIGN WITH TRANSISTOR SIZING

As we know, dynamic logic circuits evaluate within one clock cycle, and the speed is determined by circuit delay. We can estimate the system delay as the sum of the delay for each gate involved in the critical path.

\[ D_T = \sum_{i=1}^{s} D_i \]

where \( D_T \) is the total system delay, \( D_i \) is the gate delay at stage \( i \) and \( s \) is the number of cascaded gate stages.

Here we propose an optimization procedure which comprises the following four steps:

Step 1. Set up circuit configuration, such as number of stages and fan-in pattern;

Step 2. Minimize each gate delay \( D_i \) by sizing transistors;

Step 3. Comparing resultant \( D_T \) with that of the previous structures;

Step 4. Continue with step 1 until \( D_T \) is no longer decreasing.

An appropriate algorithm has to be determined for step 1. A simple exhaustive search may be feasible enough for giving configurations that vary in a reasonable range. Other integer
programming technique such as simulated annealing [16] and tabu search [14] may also need to be investigated.

Step 2 is the core of this program. It is actually a transistor sizing problem whose object is to minimize the gate delay under the area constraint. For a dynamic circuit, it is equivalent to sizing the transistors in the series-connected nFET chain in order to improve the discharge time. A distributed RC delay model as described in Section 5.2.3, eqn. (5.1) is widely used. In [27] and [28], based on an RC delay model, Shoji proposed a heuristic scaling technique which can reduce the discharge delay of a Domino CMOS gate by up to 30 percent. The profile of the transistor sizes in the nFET chain can be featured as a ladder so that the FET closet to the ground is the largest, with FET size decreasing monotonically from ground to the output node.

Several authors ([5], [22] and [24]) use mathematical optimization techniques to solve the transistor sizing problem. In this approach, the problem is formulated as a constrained nonlinear mathematical program and a timing analyzer or a circuit simulator such as SPICE is used to evaluate the delay constraints. This approach usually converge to the global minimum and provides more accurate results. The drawback is the extensive computational time required for solving the problem in an unnecessarily large dimensional space.

A combined heuristic and mathematical programming approach to transistor sizing was presented by [29] and [30]. First a fast heuristic algorithm TILOS [13] is used to obtain an initial sizing of the circuit and then a nonlinear optimization method---feasible direction algorithm was adopted to the transistor sizing problem, which can get the solution in spaces of reduced dimensionality. This combined approach is a good compromise between the speed of the heuristic algorithm and the power of mathematical programming.

Sami Bizzan, from our VLSI research group, developed an analytical approach to sizing nFET chain with single variable based on certain assumptions [3] and [4]. The analytical technique uses an empirically determined condition on the time constants of the classical
RC delay mode. Simulation results demonstrate that the analytical technique is comparable to classical numerical sizing methods, yet consumes less computational time.

Our proposed gate delay minimization procedure is to combine the analytical approach and a nonlinear programming algorithm into two phases:

Phase I: Analytical approach which can obtain feasible initial sizing with low computational cost;

Phase II: Quasi-Newton nonlinear programming algorithm [25] and [26] associated with the active set method [2]. The optimal result can be achieved mathematically with quadratic convergence.

The reason we use a nonlinear programming algorithm is that in the RC delay model, discharge delay is a nonlinear function of transistor widths as the parasitic capacitance is proportional to transistor width and the channel resistance is inversely proportional to the width.

Quasi-Newton nonlinear programming with the active set method can be summarized as follows:

Suppose there are $m$ series-connected transistors in the nFET chain, $w_i$ is the width of the transistor $i$ in the nFET chain. $w$ is a set of $w_i$ which includes all the transistors in the nFET chain. The gate delay minimization problem can be expressed as:

$$ \min D(w) $$

with constraint $a_i^T w \leq w_{imax} \quad i = 1, ..., m$
Although \( a_i = 1 \), we still keep it for explaining the active set method more explicitly.

\( w_{imax} \) is the maximum width allowed for transistor \( i \).

Note that the nonlinear function \( D(w) \) can be related to a Taylor series approximation:

\[
D(w) = D(w_j) + g_j^T(w - w_j) + \frac{1}{2}(w - w_j)^TH_j(w - w_j) + O\left(\|w - w_j\|^3\right)
\]

where \( g_j \) is gradient \( g_j = \nabla D(w_j) \), \( H_j \) is Hessian \( H_j = \nabla^2 D(w_j) \).

We can start the computation with a given set of transistor widths \( w_0 = w_{max} \), where

\[
w_{max} = \{w_{imax} \mid i = 1, \ldots, m\}
\]

This is obtained from the analytical transistor sizing stated in phase I. Now we define the active set as:

\[
I(w_j) = \{i \mid a_i^T w_j = w_{imax}\}
\]

We will manipulate the active set in phase II aiming at achieving a set of transistor widths of the m input nFET chain that leads to the least discharge delay. Starting with the first scheme, letting \( w_{j+1} = w_j + \sigma_j s_j \), we will determine \( s_j \) with \( g_j^T s_j < 0 \) so that \( D(w_j + \sigma_j s_j) < D(w_j) \). Then the \( D(w) \) minimization problem is changed to:

\[
\min g_j^T s + \frac{1}{2}s^TH_j s
\]

with \( a_i^T s = 0, \ i \in I(w_j) \)
Set $\sigma_j = \min \{1, \hat{\sigma}_j\}$, $\hat{\sigma}_j$ is called the maximum feasible step size where

$$\hat{\sigma}_j = \frac{b_j - a_j^T w_j}{a_j^T s_j} = \min_{i = 1, \ldots, m} \left\{ \frac{b_j - a_j^T w_j}{a_j^T s_j} \left| a_j^T s_j > 0 \right. \right\}$$

Having $\sigma_j$ and the above solved $s_j$, we now check if $D(w_j + \sigma_j s_j) < D(W_j)$. If it is true, stop working in this scheme. If it is not satisfied, let $\sigma_j \leftarrow \sigma_j / 2$ and repeat solving $s_j$ until $D(w_j + \sigma_j s_j) < D(W_j)$. If it happens where $\sigma_j = \hat{\sigma}_j$, add $l$ to active set $I(w_j)$.

Dropping constraints from the active set, we need to compute the Lagrange multiplier $\mu_j$.

This second scheme sets the goal to find a set $w_j$ such that

$$-g_j = \sum_{i \in I(w_j)} \mu_i a_i, \quad \text{with } \mu_i \geq 0, \ i \in I(w_j)$$

We now solve the above equation for $\mu_j$. If $\mu_j \geq 0$, we have the optimum solution. If $(\mu_j)_k < 0$, then we drop constraint $k$ from the active set $I(w_j)$. Repeating both schemes until $D(w)$ is minimized, we store the received transistor sizes and continue the automated program with step 3.

Even though the proposed transistor sizing procedure requires the gradient and Hessian to be computed, its quadratic convergence provides a significant reduction in the number of iterations, saving a great deal of computational effort. A preliminary C program for step 2 is attached in Appendix C. The interested reader can use it as a basis for future work.
Appendix C

C Program for Transistor Sizing Using Nonlinear Programming with Active Set Method

The following is a preliminary C program for the gate delay minimization step discussed in Appendix B.

/* Matrix active[nxn]: active-set NXN dimensions
   Matrix gradient[nxn]: gradient of the objective function
   delay(width)
      Matrix hessian[nxn]: second gradient of the objective function delay(width)
      width[i]: Width of the ith NFET
      num_fanin[i]: number of fan-in of the ith gate
      num_fanout[i]: number of fan-out of the ith gate
      delay(w[j], i): objective function, delay of the ith gate
      num_input: number of input
      num_stages: number of stages */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MINW 5.0e-6 /* Minimum transistor width */
#define MAXW 50.0e-6 /* Maximum transistor width */
#define ITMAX 100 /* Maximum allowed number of iteration */
#define EPS 3.0e-8 /* Machine precision */
#define CJA 2.9e-4/* Diffusion area capacitance(pf/um2) */
#define DIFF_HANG 2.8e-6 /* Length diffusion extends beyond the active area (um) */
#define CJP 3.3e-10 /* Diffusion perimeter capacitance (pf/um) */
#define RSH 25.0e-6 /* Sheet resistance */
#define CGTA 1.38e-3 /* Gate capacitance (pf/um2) */
#define MASKCHANNEL 1.2e-6 /* Mask channel length (um) */
#define INV_WIDTH 23.0e-6 /* Inverter channel width */
#define FACTOR CJA * DIFF_HANG + 2. * CJP
#define CONSTANT 4. * CJP * DIFF_HANG
#define WP 10.0e-6 /* Width of the charge transistor PFET */

float delayfunc(int *height, float *width, int *fan_out, float *gradient);
void direction(int *height, int *active_index, float *gradient, float hessian[][20], float *sj);
int checkuj(int *height, int *active_index, float *uj);
void solveuj(int *height, int *active_index, float *minusgrad, float *uj);
int mulztg(int *height, int *active_index, float *gradient, float *ztg);
float lnsrch(int *active_index, int *colum, int *fanout, float *oldwidth, float *funval_old, float *gradient, float *sj, float *newwidth);
void hessianfunc(int *height, float *oldwidth, float *newwidth, float *oldgradient, float *newgradient, float hessian[][20]);
void gradientfunc(int *height, float *width, int *fan_out, float *gradient);
float snrm(int *n, float *sx);
void solve(int *row, int *col, float zhz[][20], float *mzg, float *p);
float delayfunc(int *height, float *width, int *fan_out, float *gradient) /* calculate gate delay with RC model */
{
    int i, j;
    float gate_width, resist[20], capacit[20], delay, interm, sumc, sumr;

    delay = 0.;
    gate_width = (float)(*fan_out / 3.) * INV_WIDTH;

    for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
        resist[i] = RSH / width[i];
        if(i == 0)
            capacit[i] = FACTOR * (width[i] + WP) + CONSTANT +
            CGTA * MASKCHANNEL * gate_width;
        else
            capacit[i] = FACTOR * (width[i] + width[i - 1]) +
            CONSTANT;
    }

    for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
        interm = 0;
        for(j = 0; j <= i; j++) interm += capacit[j];
        delay += interm * resist[i];
    }
    /* delay *= 1.e10; */

    for(i = 0; i < *height; i++) {
        sumc = 0;
        sumr = 0;
        for(j = 0; j<= i; j++) sumc += capacit[j];
        for(j = *height; j < i; j--) sumr += resist[j];
        gradient[i] = 2 * FACTOR * sumr - resist[i] * sumc /
        width[i] + FACTOR * resist[i];
    }
sumc = 0;
for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) sumc += capacit[i];
gradient[*height] = FACTOR * resist[*height] -
resist[*height] * sumc / width[*height];

printf("delay = \%e\n", delay);

return delay;
}

void direction(int *height, int *active_index, float *
gradient, float hessian[][20], float *sj) /* determine sj,
the descent direction */
{
    int i, j, i_zh, i_zhz, j_zhz, i_p, colum;
    float zhz[20][20], mzg[20], p[20];

    i_zh = i_zhz = j_zhz = i_p = 0;
    colum = *height;

    for(i = 0; i <= colum; i++) {
        if(active_index[i] == 0) {
            j_zhz = 0;
            for(j = 0; j <= colum; j++) {
                if(active_index[j] == 0)
                    zhz[i_zhz][j_zhz++] = hessian[i][j];
            } /* end of for(j) */
            i_zhz++;
        } /* end of if(active_index) */
    } /* end of for(i) */

    for(i = 0; i <= colum; i++) {
        if(active_index[i] == 0)
            mzg[i_zh++] = -gradient[i];
    }
solve(&i_zhz, &j_zhz, zhz, mzag, p); /* solve (zThz)p = mzag */

for(i = 0; i <= column; i++) {
    if(active_index[i] == 0) {
        s[j][i] = p[i_p];
        i_p++;
    }
    else
        s[j][i] = 0.;
}

int checku(j(int *height, int *active_index, float *uj) /* check if all of uj are greater than 0 */ {
    int i, flag = 0;

    for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
        if(uj[i] < 0.) {
            active_index[i] = 0;
            flag = 1;
        }
    }

    return flag;
}

void solveu(j(int *height, int *active_index, float *minusgrad, float *uj) /* solve for uj */ {
    int i;

    for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
        if(active_index[i] == 1) uj[i] = minusgrad[i];
    }
}
else uj[i] = 0.0;
}
}

int mulztg(int *height, int *active_index, float *gradient, float *ztg) /* calculate z^Tg */
{
    int i, k = 0;

    for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
        if(active_index[i] == 0) ztg[k++] = gradient[i];
    }

    return k;
}

float lnsrch(int *active_index, int *colum, int *fanout, float *oldwidth, float *funval_old, float *gradient, float *sj, float *newwidth) /* find the new width set and active set for less delay value by varying sigma */
{
    int i, l, iter, flag = 0;
    float sigma, sigmahat, funvalue;

    for(i = 0; i <= *colum; i++) {
        if(sj[i] > EPS) {
            sigma = (MAXW - oldwidth[i]) / sj[i];
            if (flag == 0) {
                sigmahat = sigma;
                flag = 1;
            } else if (flag == 1) {
                if(sigma < sigmahat) {
                    sigmahat = sigma;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
l = i;
} /* end of if(sigma) */
} /* end of if(flag) */
} /* end of if(sj) */;
} /* end of for(i) */

sigma = 1 < sigmahat? 1 : sigmahat;

for(iter = 0; iter < ITMAX; iter++) {
    for(i = 0; i <= *colum; i++) newwidth[i] = oldwidth[i] + sigma * sj[i];
    funvalue = delayfunc(colum, newwidth, fanout, gradient);
    if(funvalue < *funval_old) {
        break;
    } else sigma /= 2.0;
}

if(sigma == sigmahat)
    active_index[l] = l;

if(funvalue >= *funval_old) {
    for(i = 0; i <= *colum; i++) newwidth[i] = oldwidth[i];
    funvalue = *funval_old;
}

return funvalue;
}

void hessianfunc(int *height, float *oldwidth, float *newwidth, float *oldgradient, float *newgradient, float hessian[][20]) /* calculate Hessian of gate delay function */
{
    int i, j;
float delta[20], gama[20], hdelta[20], fac, fae, fat[20];

for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
    delta[i] = newwidth[i] - oldwidth[i];
    gama[i] = newgradient[i] - oldgradient[i];
}

for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
    hdelta[i] = 0.0;
    for(j = 0; j <= *height; j++)
        hdelta[i] += hessian[i][j] * delta[j];
}

fac = fae = 0;
for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
    fac += gama[i] * delta[i];
    fat[i] = gama[i] - hdelta[i];
    fae += fat[i] * delta[i];
}

for(i = 0; i <= *height; i++) {
    for(j = 0; j <= *height; j++)
        hessian[i][j] += (fat[i] * gama[j] + gama[i] * fat[j]) / fac - (fae / (fac * fac)) * gama[i] * gama[j];
}

void gradientfunc(int *height, float *width, int *fan_out, float *gradient) /* calculate Gradient of delay function */
{
    int i, j, column;
    float gate_width, resist[20], capacit[20], delay, interm, sumc, sumr;
column = *height;

gate_width = (*fan_out / 3) * INV_WIDTH;

for(i = 0; i <= column; i++) {
    resist[i] = RSH / width[i];
    if(i == 0)
        capacit[i] = FACTOR * (width[i] + WP) + CONSTANT +
        CGTA * MASKCHANNEL * gate_width;
    else
        capacit[i] = FACTOR * (width[i] + width[i - 1]) +
        CONSTANT;
}

for(i = 0; i <= column; i++) {
    interm = 0;
    for(j = 0; j < i; j++) {
        interm += capacit[i] * resist[i];
        delay += interm;
    }
}

for(i = 0; i < column; i++) {
    sumc = 0;
    sumr = 0;
    for(j = 0; j <= i; j++) sumc += capacit[i];
    for(j = column; j < i; j--) sumr += resist[i];
    gradient[i] = 2 * FACTOR * sumr - resist[i] * sumc / width[i] + FACTOR * resist[i];
}

sumc = 0;
for(i = 0; i <= column; i++) sumc += capacit[i];
gradient[column] = FACTOR * resist[column] - resist[column] * sumc / width[column];
float snrm(int *n, float *sx) /* compute square root and adjust for scaling */
{
    /* Initialized data */
    static float zero = (float)0.;
    static float one = (float)1.;
    static float cutlo = (float)4.441e-16;
    static float cuthi = (float)1.304e19;

    /* System generated locals */
    int i__l;
    double ret_val, r__l;

    /* Builtin functions */
    double sqrt();

    /* Local variables */
    static float xmax, scale;
    static int next, i, j, ix;
    static float hitest, sum;

    sum = zero;
    scale = one;
    hitest = cuthi / (float) (*n);

    /* begin main loop */
    for (i = 0; i < *n; i++)
    {
        r__l = sx[i] / scale;
        if (fabs(r__l) > cutlo)
        {
            if (fabs(r__l) >= hitest)
            {
                xmax = fabs(r__l);
                scale *= xmax;
            }
        }
    }
sum = sum / r_1 / r_1 + one;
}
sum += r_1 * r_1;
}
else if(fabs(r_1) == zero) continue;
else
{
    sum = sum / r_1 / r_1 + one;
    sum = sum * r_1 * r_1;
}
}

/* end of main loop. */

ret_val = scale * sqrt(sum);
return ret_val;
} /* snrm */

void solve(int *row, int *col, float zhz[][20], float *mzg, float *p) /* solve for p[i] which is the factor of s[j] */
{
    int i, j, k, n, m;
    float r, e[20], c;
    n = *row;
    m = *col;

    for (k = 0; k < n; k++)
    {
        for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
        {
            if (i == k) continue;
            r = zhz[i][k] / zhz[k][k];
            for (j = k+1; j < m; j++) zhz[i][j] -= r * zhz[k][j];
            mzg[i] -= r * mzg[k];
        }
    }
}
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
    p[i] = mzg[i] / zhz[i][i];
}

void main() /* the main body */
{
    float stepsize, constraint[20][20], width[20],
newwidth[20], gradient[20], minusgrad[20], ztg[20], uj[20],
sj[20], oldgradient[20], oldwidth[20], activeset[20],
hessian[20][20], norm, funval, funval_new;
    int i, j, iter, active_index[20], colum, row_ztg, flag,
fanout;

    /* initialize widths */
    printf("Please input the height of the tree:");
    scanf("%d", &colum);
    printf("Please input the fanout of the tree:");
    scanf("%d", &fanout);

    width[0] = MINW;
    width[colum] = MAXW;
    stepsize = (MAXW - MINW) / colum;
    for (i = 1; i < colum; i++)
        width[i] = width[i-1] + stepsize;

    /* initialize active_index */
    for (i = 1; i < colum; i++) active_index[i] = 0;
    active_index[0] = 1;
    active_index[colum] = 1;

    /* initialize hessian */
    for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) {
        for (j = 0; j <= colum; j++)
            hessian[i][j] = 0.0;
hessian[i][i] = 1.0;

/* calculate objective function initial value and gradient*/
funval = delayfunc(&colum, width, &fanout, gradient);

/* minimization main loop over the iterations */
for (iter = 0; iter < ITMAX; iter++) {

/* calculate zTg */
row_ztg = mulztg(&colum, active_index, gradient, ztg);

/* normalize zTg */
norm = snrm(&row_ztg, ztg);
if (norm < EPS) { /* solve -gj = Atj uj for uj */
for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) minusgrad[i] = -gradient[i];
solveuj(&colum, active_index, minusgrad, uj);

flag = checkuj(&colum, active_index, uj);
if (flag == 0) { /* we have the optimal solution */
for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) printf("width[%d] =
%f\n", i, width[i]);
for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) printf("gradient[%d] =
%f\n", i, gradient[i]);
printf("delay = %f", funval);
printf("delay = %f", norm);
exit(0);
}
} /* end of if(norm) */

/* determine new direction sj */
direction(&colum, active_index, gradient, hessian, sj);
/* determine new widths */
    for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) {
        oldgradient[i] = gradient[i]; /* save old gradient */
        oldwidth[i] = width[i]; /* save old width */
    }

    funval_new = lnsrch(active_index, &colum, &fanout, 
                        oldwidth, &funval, gradient, sj, width);
    printf("new function value = %e\n", funval_new);

    funval = funval_new;

    hessianfunc(&colum, oldwidth, width, oldgradient, 
                gradient, hessian);
    for (i = 0; i <= colum; i++) {
        printf("active_index[%d] = %d\n", i, active_index[i]);
        for (j = 0; j <= colum; j++) printf("hessian[%d][%d] = 
                %f\n", i, j, hessian[i][j]);
    }

} /* end of for(iter) */

    for(i = 0; i <= colum; i++) printf("width[%d] = 
                %f\n", i, width[i]);
    printf("delay = %e", funval);

} /* end of mindelay() */
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